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Abstract

The overall objective of the Ccmpetency Eased Training Project funded by
Special Education Programs- was to further validate the Teaching Skills
Inventory (TSI) and to assess its utility as a basis for focusing and refining
procedures izi training parents to implement educational and therapeutic
activities withtheir handicapped children.

Several. studies were done in order to accomPlAh these objectives.
Teachers and physical and occupational therapists were taught to use the TSI
to rate mothers' teaching skills. Professionals' skills were also assessed
with. the Inventory and found to' be at criteriozi level,' Teachers then used the
Inventory in a study in which mothers were given.in4tructiOn.directed at the
contentofthe Inventory.- Mothers' skilli\showed significant improvement over
the course of training. Two approaches (use of self - modeling versus the
'standard technique) to training mothers were compared with a new population of
mothers. A trend favoring the self modeling technique was apparent, however,
in 'this abbreviated training a significant j.mprcivement in.mothers' skills. was
not found.

'Over the course of t110.s project the Inventory was revised. twice. The
initial version of the TSI contained 18 rating, and five. behavioral count
items.. The scale for the rating items was'seven points with all but points
2 and S'defined with statements. The final version of the TSI contains nine
rating and four behavioral' count items. Procedures for training persons to
use the rating scale are described.

Future directions for use of the scale for program evaluation of parent
mediated infant and preschool programs and for-research on parent training are
discussed in this report.
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Ob'ective
-4-5

The overall objective of this project was to further validate the

Teaching Skills Inventory (Rosenberg, Robinson, & Bell, Note-1, then titled

Parent Teaching_Skills Checklist) and to assess its utility as a basis' for
,

foCusing-and refining procedUres in'traiting parents:Itoimplement,educational

and therapeutic aptivities with their handicapped children.

Background and Rationale
-/

mostchildren\grow tb maturity in families through an almost endless

sequence of exchanges- with the11r parents. It it in these intimate and

emotionally charged family groups that children develop their firtt and often

most lasting loyilties, their primary linguage, their mapners, their mores,
0

.

and thqir ea2liest conceptioni of the physical Ana social contexts in which
\

.

1 .

J.,they live. Considering 'the incredible number and compIOxity'oflideas and
.

.

activits that a child must master in order to aeveloi hormally, it is quite
\

remarkable that one or two untrained adults can, with dinimal professional

in t, usually provide an environment in which children thrive. Of course,

of all children thrive Under the conditions that typically promote child

development nor do all parentsseem to be able to create an environment that

is conducive to child groWth. Under these circumstances professionals become

more extensively involved-in child care within an individual family.

Historically, educational' intervention to enhance child development was

committed to the direct treatment of the child. Professional interactions

with the parents were often quite limited. Koredver, research focused

primarily on the child's deVelopmental needs and changes in the child's
\

behavior. Over the past 715 years,. however, there has been increasing

partiCipation of parents in treatment of their. own childre specifically for

problems' of social-emotioAal development (Berkowitz & Graziano, 1972; O'Dell,



1974; Tavormina, 1974) add for delays in'intellectual development '(Bricker,

1970; Bristol & Ga.lager, 1982;'Bronfenbrepper, 1975; Radin, 1972; Sheerer g

Shearer, 1976; Stedman,,Notp 2; Weikert & ;ambie, 1968; Welsh &.(Dclum, 1981).

There has also been.increased interest in understanding the : impact of

parenting on child development 03e11,'1968, Clark,Stewart,A973; Freeberg &

Payne; 1967; Hunt, 1976) and'the-impact of handicap&d Children on their
P.

caregivers (leckman-Bell, 1981; Ramey, Beckman -Bell, & Gowen, 19805.-

c .

To a large extent, the rationale for the emphasii
\

upon teaching parents
- .

to work effectively with their handicapped children came with the realization

that the necessary number of professionals trained.to meet the educational and

treatment needs of children. with handicaps was not avail (Sontag, Burke, &

York, 1973), particularly as programs developed for inf.nts and toddlers.

Concern over what levels of professional involvement are-\feasible, both with

respect to prograM costs and availability of trained personnel, has been

accompanied-' by a recognition, that,for infants and toddlers, the typical
I

-context for learning generally occurs in the home throug4 interaction with

family members. *Thus, our efforts toward developing interventions for Tiling

handicapped children are guided by the premipe that the maximum benefit of

intervention for any handicapped child will come from a program which is

mediated by parents and other family members. We feel that this assumption is

justified on the basis of literature regarding the long term effectiveness of

early intervention (Bronfenbrenner, 19751 Schaefer, Note 3) and on the

philosophy that our obligation is not just to handicapped children but also to
41i

their families. This assumption recognizes that,, in some cases, the

short-term costs of-a parent mediated program will be greateir than the costs

of a program that L.. implemented by professionals. As a result, same may

argue against assisting fend( ies who are difficult to teach. It is our view
4*. N..
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that ''this

emotional

is an extremely shortsighted analysis of the problem. The long-term
4

and financial cosnwassociated with a failure tb'provide assistance

to all families with a handicap ped child can be,immense. Consequently, we

argue that even marginal improvem in-family and

likely to be.valuaple over the-long%term.

Evaluation of Early Intervention Programs

child functioning are

As ioLervention_programs for young handicapped -children have becoms,iore.

prevalent, the need for tools to evaluate the effectiveness of specific

received increased attention (Ga4Voodn 1981.4

point of focus in theliterature has-been,.on the'

interventiostrategies have

Sheehan, 1982) .. A.mitior

difficulty in as sessing the impact ofarly intervention on child development.
/

Specifically, there has been/increasing disenchantment. with IQ as a measure to'

evaluate the effects of intervention. As More early intervention efforts have

been directed at the moderately and severely l'ia.ndicappeds4child,elargely

through the Special Education Program Handicapped Children's Early EduCational.

Program network, there his been even more dissatisfaction with existing norm

referenced, global measures as tools to assess effectiveness of intervention

The goal of intervention, especially with children with

severe handicaps,' is likely to be a change in specific child
C

beh4viors in the areas of communication, motor, cognitive, and Social
,r-

development. IQ, for most of the children, does mkt provide a sufficiently

(Sheehan, 1982).

moderate and

focused description of child 'functioning. Thus, means for assessing the

acco lishment of this goal are likely to be criterion referenced assessments;

such as the Developmental Programming for Infant and Young Children (Schafer &

Moersch,1977), the Meyer Children's Rehabilitation. Institute Checklist,

Portage Project Checklist, and Learning .Accomplishment Profile (SanfordAt.

1974), to name just a few. For choildren With physical.and.sensory handicaps,

a



even criterion referenced assessments may bk. inappropriate since the

necessary responses are not possible within their physical or sensory

capabilities ( Robinson & Rdse, in press). For such children, procedures have

been developed to adapt items in order to maintain consistent deVelopmental

content and'to allow for the adjustment of required responses (DuBode1

Robinson, Note 44 Haeueserman, 1958; Robinon & Robinson, 1978;. Robinson, in

press; Krenzer, Note 5) 'Anderson, Krenzer,_& Robinson, NclSte--6)--.---Thus,

N,
assessment of and procedures for evaluating effectivenesS of intervention-With

,/

young children, haVe. moved in the direction of more. and more precise and

sOcific behavioral measurements. This movement is very appropriate given

tat the primary goal of intervention with a child is to produce change in the

c ild's behavior in specific developmental domains.

Parent mediated intervention for young children with handicaps promotes

child growth by enhancing the capacity of caretakers to provide educational

and habilitative environments fdr,children in the context of the child's own

home. Efforts to evaluate procedures for training parents to provide home

educational programs have not been precise. Rather, the assumption has
41;

frequently been that changes in parent skills and the capacity to provide

educationally habilitative environments will_be reflected in measured changes

in child development; While such change in child '.ehavior is certainly the

ultipate criterion ford judging the effectiveness of parent mediated

intervention, direct assessments of child behavior are not likely to be

precise or prescriptive with respect to the strategies needed to refine

procedures for parent training.

We are suggesting that the same strategies that have been applied to the

development and refinement df specific instructional lirocedures for workings

with°children (Bricker, 1970) need to be applied to the development and
,



refineMent of specific instructional techniques for training parents to work

with their own children. 'In a manner that is similar to the trend toward

criterion referenced_ assessments 'of changed.. in child behavior, we are

suggesting competency based. training prodedures for parents. Moreover, these
4procedures would be initially evaluated and refined through the use of an

X?

assessment of parent teaching skills, specifically the Teaching Skills

Inventory (Rosenberg, Rcb' son, & Bell, Note 1).

Pertinent Literature on Parent-Child Interaction

In-et4s review we will,examine.the rationale for training parents of

deVelopmebtally delayed infants in early\intervention-
programs, review and

compare models of parent-child interaction as they relate to child

development, and report on research designed to evaluate the utility, of

current parent-child interaction:models .as guides for developing parent

implemented early intervention programs for developmentallysdelayed infants.

Currently,- there are two major approaches to early intervention. In one

approach, professional intervention is focused on the child in a. day care,

school, or clinic setting (e.g. Bricker & Bricker, 1976; Heber & Dever, 1970;'

Robinson & Robinson, 1978). In the other approach, professional intervention
is focused on the parent and the aim is to teach child rearing skills that can

be used in the home to foster and maintain child development (e.g., Bromwich,

1981; Karnes, Teska, Hodgins, & Badger, 1970;'Shearer & Shearer, 1976; Weikert

& Lambie, 1968).

Research on the efficacy of these two approaches in early intervention

indicates that day care and nursery school interventions result in short=term

intellectUal gains but home-based programs which focus on parental child

rearing "skills produce more enduring effects (Bronfenbrenner, 1975; Heber &

Zarber,'1975; Haskins, 'Finkelstein, & Stedman,'1978; Radin, 1972; Weikert &.. \



Lambie, 1968). In his review of early intervention research, for example,

Bronfenbrenner (1975) concluded that educational intdrvention during the first

three years is developmentally most profitable when it emphasizes mother-child

interaction around activities designed to foster the child's development.

contrast, intellectual gains.produced by preschool "ci.fld-centered" programs

fade when ehe'program is terminated. This outcome is attributed to home

sitliationS wherein continued child learning and development are not supported

(Bronfenbrenner, 1975; Gray & Klaus, 1970;Schaefer, Dote 3). Consequently, .

is argued that early intervention programs must provide the family with

parenting skills, motivation, and energy as well as developmentally ,

appropriate curricula (Bronfenbrenner, 1975; Schaefer, Note 3):

Give!) that specificJparental skills are necessary for continued child
'4 of

development, it is not surprising that programs which do not enhance the

parents' capacity.to foster and sustain their child's -development fail to

produce gains which substantially outlast professional intervention.

Conversely, home-based programs which focus cn parent -child interaction in

specific learning situations and'activities.make substantial gains which

endure for years after.the\intervention-is ended.

On the whole, therefore),the ,evidence indicates that parents can be

trained to modify their child's behavior with respect to specific educational

and developmental objectives. Theie is., however, also evidencethat white

family-based intervention programs are genevU.ly successful, even they

sometimes fail to produce lasting changes in child behavior and development

(Bromwich, 1981; Fraiberg, 1975). The origin of this variability is not well

understood -and little systematic study has been devotes to explaining the

varying degrees of success and failure observed whet.; individual parent-child

dyads are observed. Recent reviews, of the parent medikted intervention'
.7
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literature contain few references eb studies which attempt to account for the

infant and parent who do not perform well-together:

Models of 22E9nt/child interaction. Equally unavailable are alternative

procedures that are designed to.succeed where the stan4aedgproaches have

failed.- A possible point from which to begin the C4OnstkUction of such

procedures lies in the already substantial literature on how parents interact

with their children. This literature indicate's that a variety of interaction

patterns are conducive to accelerated child development in normal

parent-infant dyads. In addition, the study of ...infants who are

developmentally "'at risk" indicates that interactions that occur between

parent' and infant greatly- affect the extent to which the child develops

normally ( aTeroff & chandler, 1975). The foregoing\ \suggests, that the

competence of both normal and :risku'infants may be enhanced by certain

\t
.interaction patterns. Therefore, there is great value in identifying growth

_ .

accelerating interaction patterns for use with less skillful mothers and,

handicapped infants. 1
L

\

At this time, however, the generalization-ofindings derived through.

the study of relatively normal infant-mother,.pairs dyads whiCh'rh#ve
- .

disabled infants has not been demonstrated' The problem, therefore, is to

evaluate parent- infant interac on-within a parent mediated intervention.

program in order to determine the extent to which previously reported aspects

\ f these .interactions are related to,the development,of&idsabled infants.r

One'way to the. results of studies of parent-child interaction. /

styles a early intervention ip that childtdevelopmentoutComes in normal

-Children correspond to specific parental childrearing, caregiving, and

teaching skills. Th :--:-eildur g advances in child development viill occur when
/

early intervention programs are design to foster parental skills.



Generalizing this interpretation to development of delayed infants, we propose
1

that child development outcomes depend upon explicit parental skills and that

more delayed infalts require more skilled parents to realize a given

developmental outcome. The need for parentsof handicapped children to

develop greater skills than parents of normal 'infiets stems from the

assumption'that disabled infants require more.refine.program steps to learn.

Evidence that retarded children learn more+ slowly/ andLsequire different

teaching skills is the basis for this assumption. Briefly, it.can be said

\that they require a greater number of repetitions to learn (e.g., Zeaman &
o

House, 1963), require finer gradations for learning to generalize from one

test situation to another (gidman & Stoddard, 1966), and frequently, because

physical disabilities interfere with their ability to manipulate objects, they

_also require task modifications in Order to permit them opportunities to learn
----

(Haeussermann, 1958; Robinson & Fieber, Note 7). Unfortunately, specific

facilitating parental skills have not been examined in detail. For example,

Bradley and Caldwell (1976), in an effort to show how changes in infant mental

test performanceaccoMPany changes in the home environment, report: "Mothers

Whose infants improve in mental test performance not only' encourage and

challenge the child to develop new skills but also provide the child with the

kinds of play materials needed for development " (p. 96).1 But the authors do

not deScribe how the mothers "encourage and challenge the child" nor how they

"select and provide materials.'"

Several researchers have attempted to identify ther-characteristics of

highly effective teaching strategies feir handicapped children. 'RedUlts

recent studies support our argument that parents who are highly successful in

teaching handicapped children utilize teaching techniques that differ in some

respects from those used by parents of non-handicapped children, particularly

-f'
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in how the parent guides therchild'i responses in ning situation.

-Smkth, Filler, Bricker, Robinson, and Vincent-Smith (Note 8) found that cue

placement and limiting of choices'in a match-to-sample learning task were more

extensively used by teachers and mothers when they were working with retarded

children than when these same adults worked with non-handicapped children.

Filler (Note 9) found that children whose mothers structured tasks,

guided responses, and praised correct responses learned more rapidly than

children whose mothers used only praise for correct responses. This suggests,

once again, that developmentally disabled childrenprofitfromskillful

coaching by their parents. As of yet neither long sequences of_parent-child

interchanges nor the strategies parents use to Maintain child involvement in

an activity has been studied. In addition,-only limited tasks, situations,

and measures have been used in the study of the problem.

In the present research, specific aspects of parent-child interaction in

families with developmentally delayed infants were studied.' Most

investigators have shared this approach to parent-child interaction. Each,

for example, would agree that the pattern of parent-child interaction

influenced in the course of child development and the development of

parent-child interaction must be a principal focus of early intervention

designed to foster and maintain child development. When the investigators

APdiffer, they differ in matters of detail, style, or emphasis but they do not

predict contrary outcomes nor are.they at cross-purposes. The'importance of

temporal aspects of parent-child interactions, for example, appears in. Bell's

(1970) emphasis on reciprocal reinforcement, and Ainsworth's (1972) emphasis

on maternal sensitivity: i.e, each considers quick, contingent, differential.

Maternal responses to-the details of child behavior a basic feature of

effective parent-child interaction, particularly as that-interaction is



related to child development outcome. The various apprOaches, therelfore,'can
. _ .

be Combined to provide a more-comprefiensive evaluation of the'ways in which
,°,

I

particular features of paient.schild interaction alt. related to Child

develo ent.

Initial work on parent teaching style. Our initial efforts t develop

an assessment of use with specific parental teaching strategies were based
7

upon the work of one of the authors and-her colleagues (Filler &!Bricker,

1976;. Filler,c1976; Robinson & Filler, Note 10; Smith, Filler, Bricker,

Robinson, & Vincent-Smith, Note 8). This work involved tOe.development and

modification of.a parental teaching style scale threflected skillful use of
NN

reinforcement and learning'princiPles. Specifically, some of these strategies

included: verbal instructions containing specific information; techniques

utilizing limitations of choices; physical prOMpting and guidance; verbal and

physical positive faedbaCk to correct' responses; approximationsof correct_

responses, and corrective feedback to incorrect respqnses. Ratings of

videotaped segments of mothers working with their children showed that it was

'possible to rate with.some reliability the frequency of these teaching

strategies on' the .part of the mothes and the frequency of'correct,

1

approximation of correct, and incorrect responses-on the part ofi the. children.'

Such ratings, however, generally reqUired three viewings of the tape in order

to reliably rate all categoried ofibehavior; thus, five mint es of tape

required,20.to 25 minutes of ratiii0ime. The situations in these studies all

involved use of highly structured test situations and the/ range of

developmental levels of the childrren studied was over a span of about 18

months.

1

a



Development of the Teaching Skills Inventory

The studies carried out'in this project involved the further development

and validation of the Teaching Skills Inventory (TSI). The Teaching Skills

Inventory was developed as a, dependent measure to evaluate.the effectiveness

of instruction provided to parents regarding developmentally appropriate

activities to be carried out with their children. While the topical dependent

variable in evaluation of such intervention programs is child progress in the

relevant domain of development, we felt that due to characteristics of our

population of infants,, one-third being children with severe to profound

handicaps; child progress alone would tend to underestimate the actual
°

benefits of such intervention. We argued thata measure of change could be

the use by parents of specific teaching strategies and that such a Measure

would be an important indication of the. effectiveness of an intervention

program. Initial work on the TSI by the investigators involved specification

of items to be included in the scale,` collectir,of videotape segments c

parents working with their own children, training of raters.in the use of the

ssale, rating of videotape segments and analysis of results of ratings. This

work was done under an Office of Special Education grant titled the Parent

Prediction Performance Study II (Robinson & Rosenberg,. Note 11). Findings

from the work indicated that the TSI had good reliability and that it was

capable of detecting changes in parents skills.

Assumptions

Assumptions made in developing items for 'the skills ratiri( system

included:

(1)' Necessity of a developmental match. The first assumption,

perhaps the most important one to us, recdgnized the necessity of a "mate

between task demands'and child performance levels in order for an optimal

: 17



teaching situation to occur. This assumption was primarily based upon the

work of HUht (1965), Who has, written about the "problem of the match" and its

relationship to intrinsic motivation. We were assuming that selection of

objectives to be taught and the activities used as the Context for teaching

these objectives should be based upon the child's current developmental level.

We also assumed that the objectives should represent a new, level of difficulty

3
that is manageable for the children in a fairly short period. The items on

the scale whose inclusion was'guided by this assumption are:

Developmental appropriateness of nonverbal instruction. The maternal

behaviors rated within this category include the use of gestures and

demonstrations as a means of communicating to the child what he is suppoied to

do. The rater is asked to make a judgment based upon knowledge of the child's

developmental level as to whether such gestures and nonverbal -cues are

understandable !,ncl, consequently,. can be considered functional for the child.

Changes task. This item is related to the problem of the match

assumption since we feel that a decision to switch from one task to another in

a teaching situation with an infant, toddler, or preschooler should be related

to a child's `expression of interest in the task at hand. If a child is

playing with a toy in what, for him, is a reasonably complex manner, it is not

appropriate to change the task to something else abruptly simply because the

teacher or parenthas another agenda in mind. However, if the child's play

has become excessively repetitive or he demonstrates loss of interest, it is

appropriate to change.

Conversion of child behavior into,a more complex behavior. In order to

-make this judgment,.the rater looks for evider& that the mother utilizes

opportunities to challenge her child to perform more complex activities. For

example, if a 'child is demonstrating functionl use of an object sucha.s a

121 ' 18



cup, she might present a doll

to 4 more complex situation.

necessity fo:: a match between

and encourage the child to extend functional use

This'item follows from the assumption on the

child develOpmental level and a "challenge," in
I

that the context for a challenge is a situation whiCh builds upon the child's

current expression of interest and skill..

A task's developmental saroriateness. In this item the rater is asked

to determine whether the tasks selected by the parent are accurately matched

the child's developmental level.\ This, of course; necessitates Aome

familiarity on the rater's part with\he child's level of developmental

functioning, information which is lyiilaie to both the parent and the rater.

The degree to whiff the objectives of tasks presented by the parent are

apparent to the rater. In this item the rater is asked tb judge whether the

tasks the parent presents appearto have an objective or focus. This is

interpreted very broadly since an objective may involve simply'having the

child look at or visually track an object.

Complexity of responses for child's developmental level. This item

involves aAudgment by the rater as to whether the child's behavio ;reflects

responses at a level of complexity that suggests that the child has been

presented a manageable challenge and that,-in responding, he has met that

challenge.

(2) Res -o sivit . Our second assumption regarding effective teaching

strategies rela es parental responsivity and sensitivity to the child's

c.

interest and affective state at ai given time. We are al. uming that, for

optimal interactions, the parent's behavior (should eVidence awareness of the

child's interest and state at a, given time. This awareness is .demonstrated

through adjustments in the structure and content of a teaching session to the

lchild's interest and state. Considerable evidence has Accumulated. ,to show

o



that responsivity and sensitivity are characteristics of competent parents'.

The items which relate to this assumption include; .

Discrete versus unstructured session. The extremes in this dimension,

highly structured arrangement and sequence of tasks versus free flowing

develcipm.intrelates in part to stylistic differences. Ideally we see the
Ok'

need for a sensitive balance between structured situations, where the parent

has a specific agenda to accomplish, and more free flowing situations, where

the parent takes cues from the child's behavior iAn response to oppoitunities

for expanding tasks and task requirements.

Tracking. In this item the rater is asked to judge how responsive the

parent is to the child's mood. Implicit within thas rating is a judgment as

to whether the parent is appropriately responsive. For example, a child'may

begin to give ces that he is becoming bored with a particular task; in such

cases. if the,parent changes the:task, ideally before a Confrontation occurs,

then the parent would be considered to exhibit appropriate responsivity.to the

child. Inappropriate responsivity would include allowing the child to.

.entirely dictate)the content of a session in a negative manner, and making no

new demands on him becaUse he refuSes new materials. Alternatively, complete

unresponsivity to child's interests and moods would be illustrated by

. persisting with a task that the child does\not like and perhaps using

restraint and physical guidance as a means for eliciting on-task behavior..

(3) Active,versus Passive Responding. The third assumption that we made

in developing items for t isjscale was that the most appropriate strategy fpr

teaching a young child cons stsbof arranging situations to maximize active

trial-and-error explo ;ation rather than guided performance on to part of the

child. This principle applies particularly to tasks when any one Ot sever :'

approaches might be successful, so a parent has thefreedom to let the child

; ;14
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discover his own way of accomplishing the task. An example might be the use

of a string attached to a toy as a tool to get the toy. The task is to get,

the toy: the child.could pull the string hand-over-hand or perhaps pull once

on the string by extending his arm backwards, thus bringing the toy closer.

Either strategy will work and the child may discover his own best approaCh.,

We feel that allowing exploration is especially. important with infants and

toddlers who genera/1y resist attempts to physically guide them through

activities.

Modification of task. This item involves a judgment as to whether the

parent modifies tasks in ways that assist the child's accomplishment i
appropriate situations. An example of this strategy can be seen in a motor

imitation task. The rater would note whether the parent changed the modeled

behavior to one the child has performed when efforts to elicit imitation, of a

novel behavior are unsuccessful. Thus, the shaping strategy is one of

ad-iusting task requirements rather than physically guiding the child through a,

behaVior.
ti

(4) Appropriate Language Input. Our fourth assumption was guided by

literature documentincLthe relationship of the parent's language input to.the

child that is informative and responsive to the child's developmental level

and language abilities. Ramey, Farran, Campbell, and Finkelstein (Note 12) 0

summarize literature. on "intellectual development and mother-infant

interactions" that highlights findings regarding the influence of maternal

language behavior on cognitive and language development in infants. They find

the type of input that appears to be important varies with the child's age,

1
although the one characteristic of maternal'behavior that remains, durable is

whether the mother's verbal behavior is responsive to the child's verbal and

nonverbal behaVior. Also important.is the consistency between the mother's'



verbal and nonverbal messages to the child. Moreover, the content of

mother's communication must be informative. This literature influenced cur

4
inclusion of the following'items'as part of, a total constellation of important

teaching skills.
4

Clarity of content of verbal instructions. PI this item, the rater is
r

asked. to judge whether the verbal instructions given to the child provide

task solution. of this factor

initially came from\our results with the Parent Tea hing Style Scale (Robinson

& Filler, Note 10) and subsequent work by Filler ('Note 9). In these studies,
4 .

.

Inote was made of the high frequency-of verbal instruction given by mothers

with the ratio of mother verbalization to child/response frequently of the1

magnitude-of 20 to 1 "(Robinson & Filler, 1972, NOte 10; Smith.; 1973, et al.,

Note 8). On the. basis of this initial finding//Filler, in his dissertation,

decided to.make a distinction between verbal !instructions that contained

specific information, such as "place the elephant with the othef elephant;"-

-Versus a noninformative direction such as "do/it, do it, do it."

Ramey, Ferran, Campbell, and Finkelstein (Note-12), report studies by

Nelson (1973) - and others who found that a maternal -linguistic style: that

utilized ore questions and informative talk than iiperatives facilitated

1,anguage opment. Thus,'rating the content of instructions consistently

clear on this item would reflect a judgment that the instruction highlighted

task requirements by providing relevantiinformation, such as "the red ba.4.1s go

together in this box," cr "let's put the sock on the doll's foot."

Developmental appropriateness of verbal instructions. In this item, the

rater is required to judge whether verbal instrucaons are developmentally /

appropriate. The rationale for this item is that verbal instructions that are



not' understandable to the child -are not functional as instructions and,

consequently, not functional' as a teaching strategy.

'iS) Appropriate Use of Behavior Shaping Strategies. The fifth

assumption made regarding teaching'strategies concerns the use of behavior

shaping strategies, such a$ use of physical guidance, prompting, and modeling:

We are suggesting that the use of such strategies must be selective and based

upon .observation of child behavior. Thus, while physical guidance is a useful

strategykf used inappropriately it car be more disruptive than facilitative

of child responses. Generally, we find physical prompts or guidance to be

more effective in ack4eving refinement in responses than generating nei

behaviors: For. example., the child may be assisted to turn the-form to fit it
,

into the 'shape tox after he has already selected,th4 correct location for the

\

shape. The. items that-reflect use of behavior shaping strategies'include:
.

pr

physical guidance and Erompts; Appropriate choice of uhen.to use
p.

physical guidance and.prompts. when there are opportunities.

r
rater is asked.to decide whether the parent uses physical prompting, such as

In this item, the

refiui)ng the typograph of a child's response, when such opportunities occur.

Prompts or guidance; How effective when used? This item follows ttem

seven in that the rater is asked to judge whether,-given the occasion of ,

appropriate situations for-use of prompts or guidance, the parent makes use of

these .opportunities in ways that assist the child, or in ways that intrude

upon the child's active responding.

Modeling, pointing. In this:item, the rater is asked to judge whether

hthe parent makes appropriate use Of modeling or pointing as P. teaching .

strategy in appropriate situations. Implicit in this judgment is the

assumption that the child must have shown at leatt the beginnings of imitation

for modeling to be a useful strategy and that he should be responding to sol/



very simple gestures, such as extending arms when' mother moves to lift the

child, in order for pointing to be a functional cue..

(6) eeedback. The sixth assumption relates to the use of feedback: In

general, learning literature and child ,developmentliterature support the

assumption that knowledge of results and information regarding how to correct

incorrect responses facilitates learning of new behaviors. The judgments

relating specifically to the use of feedback include:

Intelligibility of feedback; mused. In this item, the rater judges

whether the verbal content of the fee ck.that-the_parent gives to the child
\

is unambiguous, consistent,. and deirel'OpMentally appropriate. Selection of
4

these characteristics was based upon the aiterature regarding the importance

of maternal verbal input. In making Such a judgment the rater would listen

for phrases such as, "That's right, you put the block in the cup," as feedback

that is both unambiguous and infOxmative. An example of ambiguous f edback

might be a phrase such as, "Well I guess so, but I think it was an accident."

Again, a judgment is made on whether the content of the feedback is at a

linguistic level that is likely to be meaningful to the child.

Non-verbal leedback. In this item, the rater is asked to judge whether

nonverbl communications, including physical. gestures such as patting and ,

hugging, facial expressions, and tone of voice, support or are consistent with
%

-the-erbal-.feedback. One would look ,for smiling and physical careis_andor an

enthusiast.c positive tone to support verbal statements that they child is

correct. Alternatively, when the verbal content of the feedbacks is

-corrective, such as "No, the round bloCk goes in the round hole,",one would

expect to hear a tone and see a facial expresslon that support this corrective

feedback.



Feedback appropriateness. In addition to making judgments,. the rater is

asked to keep five specific frequency counts when observing a tape. These

counts include: number of tasks presented, frequency of positive feedback,

frequency of corrective feedback on the mother's part, frequency of correct

responses and approximations of correct, responses/Land frequency of incorrect

or avoidant responses on the child's part. The appropriateness of- f.aedback

is judged on the basis of the ratio of positive feedback to, correct responses

and the ratio of corrective feedback to incorrect responses. For childrep who

are quite young and who.are learning new responses, we are assuming that the.

ratio should be close to one feedback per one response. Exceptions would be

those instances in which t40 child is` iorking well in a familiar task and so

requires little feedback.

Table 1 contains a summary of these assumptions and corresponding items

from Version I of the Inventory. The several versions of the Inventory used

in the studies reported here may be(found in Appendix A.

Initial Findings - Version I - Teaching Skills Invento

Subject`s. The initial version of the TSI was developed in the Parent

Performance Prediction Study II. Subjects who participated in the initial

development of the Teaching Skills Inventory included 55 parent-child dyads

from the total population of infants and parents enrolled in the Infant

Development Program at Meyer Children's Rehabilitation Institute during the

period from September 1976 to August ,19,77. Efforts-were made to include as

many parents and children as possible who attended on a regular basis at least

two thirds of their total scheduled visits.. Only one parent refused to

participate in this study. Child'ren and parents included individuals who

represented the fUil*Eange,of characteristics of children and parents enrolled

in the Infant Program. Children ranged in chronological age from several



Table 1

Stimmary of Assumptions and Items Relating to Each Assumption

Assumption Items

1. Necessity of a developmental 4. developmental appropriateness of
match nonverbal instruction

2: Responivity

10. changes task
12. conversion to more complex
21. developmental appropriateness of

task
22. clarity of task objective
23. complexity of child responses

1. discrete versus unstructured
2. tracking

3. Active versus passive responding 11. modification of task

4. Appropriate language input clarity of content-verbal
instruction

3: developmental appropriateness of
verbal instruction

5. Use of behavior shaping strategies 7. appropriate use of guidance and
prompts

8. effectiveness of p & g when used
.i9. modeling, pointing

6. Feedback 6 15. intelligibility of feedback
16.'''use of nonverbal feedback
17. feedback appropriateness

, 26'



months to three years and had developmental delays ranging .from those with'

mild to those with severe and profound handicapping conditions. 'Parents

varied in age, educational background, and'number of children.

Procedure. Data for this study were derived from videotape recordings of

parent-child teaching sessions. Taping sessions were divided into three

segments. First parents were asked to interact with their children in a

manner thet'was the same or similar to the way they had been carrying out

Infant Development Program activities at home. This tape segment-laated for---

four minutes. The taping of interactions was observedloy the teaCher assigned

to that family.-During the second segMent of tape teachers comma tedon their
I

-observations and, where needed, offered sUggestiOns for enhancin the parent's

teaching effectiveness. This segment usually lasted-between f ve and ten

1minutes. The teacher then left the:room and the parent and were taped

.while they intera ted for another foUr minutes. The present discussion is ,

.

based on analys of the first and third segments of these tapes. This-taping\.

procedure wa ,repeated three months later for a second tape With 55

parent -child dyads .andrepeated againthree months -litei with'23 of the

original 55 parent - child dyads.

Analysis

Item reliability. Parent infant teaching skills were assessed through

the use of the'TSI. This scale was composed of 23 items, 18 of which were 7

point rating items while the remaining five were behavior 'counts. Analysis

wcs,carried out on 268 videotaped segments of four minutes each. Our initial

efforts were directed toward assessipg the reliability and'factor structure .of

the inv--z

Interrater reliability was assessed by use of Pearson prodUct-mOmentij

correlations. These correlations are presented in Table 2. Reliability checks
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were obtained on 45 percent of the tapes. The average interraeer reliability

was .75 for rating scale items and .81 for behavior count items. Behavior

frequency counts and skill rating items were analyzed separately.

Table 2

Interrater Reliability on Version I

of the TSI

Item Description Correlation
)

l.' Session, structure versus unstructure .72

2. Session, tracking

3. Appropriateness of verbal instruction. .78

4. Appropriateness of non-verbal instruction .71

5. Clarity of verbal instruction .70

6. Clarity of non-verbal instruction .82

7. Use of prompts .73

8. Effectiveness of prompts .84

9. Modeling, pointing .82

10. Parent changes task .64

11. Parent modifies task .83

12. Conversion to more complex behavior .77

13. N positive feedback .81

14. N corrective feedback .79
a

15. Feedback intelligibility .70

16. Non-verbal communication .68

17. Feedback,appropriateness .75

-18. N tasks presented .82

19. N correct responses .8

20. .N incorrect child responses .7

21. Appropriateness of task .71

22. Clarity of task objective .77

23. Child response complexity. .73

Average Ptarson product-moment correlation

28



Internal consistency. The overall internal consi cy for the 18,rating

items was assessed and found to be satisfactory. The coefficient alpha for

the scale of all 18 items was .96. However; the item-total correlation for

item one, a rating of the structure of the session (the only item in which

the optimal rating' was at the midpoint rather than the extreme), was .22.

J
.Consequently, this item was separated from the other items that formed the

inventory for purposes of data analysis.

Factor structure, A factor analysis of the 18 rating items was done and

four factors were obtained. .ftwever, further analyses of the factor,structure

showed that it was not reproducible across separate data sets. Consequently,

the items have been organized conceptually in the more recent versions'of the-

TSI.

Analysis' of stability of parent performance.. The. TSI was also used tob

assess changes in parent teaching skills. In this Study, ten items haying high

item-total correlations were selected to form a scale. This ten-item scale

'had a coefficieftt alpha of .95. The items were 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 15,

and 17. Twenty-three of the dyads were videotaped four months after,,the

initial taping. ,A 2 (first tape vs. last tape) .by 2 (first.vs. third segment

of tape) analysis of variance with repeated measures was conducted on the

arithmetic sums of the ten items. A significant improvement in parent

performance was found between the initial and final tapings, IF (1,22) =

<.05). A significant iffiprovetent between the first and third tape segments

was also found, JF,(1,22) =.18.23, g < .001). Overall. these results suggest

that the mothers' skills increased immediately after:observingiateacher work

with their' children and over the four month period of involvement in the

study. Finally, a strong but not significant Interaction beiWeen tape segment

and taping was also observed, (F (1,22) = 3.93, 2 < 206). 'As can be seen in

23'
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Table 3, the improvement in parent performance observed in the third segment
I .,

- ,

diminishes from the first to final taping. Apparently, as parental skills
;

Improve, the impadt of any one instance of training byia-teacher diminishes.

Means and Standard Deliiations for Tapes Rated/using Version I

Means* j S.D.*

Table 3

Initial Tape Segment 1
Segment 3

Final Tape SegMent 1
Segment 3

52.1 10.0
55.1 8.0

57.3
57.5

12.2
12.9

* N=23

The results of this analysis indicated that the Teaching Skills Inventory

could successfully discriminate differences in parent performance that arose

/
1over time. These' results also suggested that further, investigation of the

/
L ,

.,...

Teaching Skills Inventory's/use as'a teaching and research tool was warranted.

In addition, we had found that the inventory

14

as easilk and quickly

.

administered. With it the results of an observation were readily interpreted
1

and areas' in whiCh parent teaching competencieS could be enhanced were

identified. I

Version II.Teaching Skills Inventory

Following the initial analysis of tape /ratings from the Parent

Performance Prediction Study II,,a study was proposed and funded through

University of Nebraska seed funds for further development of the TSI. That

I

study involved training professionals who wer not, involved/rith the initial

ITdevelopment of the scale to do ratings. Based upon experience training the

/
fikst group of five professionals, some changes were made in the Inventory.

Some problems in communicating the basis for Lhe ratings became evident in our
I



training of staff who were less familiar than we'were with the inventory.

The two non-verbal antecedent items were combined into one item. The count of

child avoidance responses was deleted. The use of the physicalitem

was deleted and a use of modeling item was added. The complexity of child's

response item was deleted and replaced,with child's interest in activity. The'

non-verbal feedback item was rewritten in order to clarify the item. Based

upon more extensive analysis of the original data collected during the Parent'

Performance PrediCtion Study II, the four factors generated through factor

analysis were discarded in favor of grouping the items into five conceptual

9

areas: (1) structure of the teaching situation; (2) events occurring prior to

or concurrent with task presentation; (3) events occurring.after task

presentation; (4) feedback given to child after he responds to the task and

(5) child interest in activity. This fifth, aspect of the vale required the

rater to evaluate the quality of the child!S responses on a dimension of

complexity with reference to the child's developmental.age. Feedback from the

second group trained, to use the Inventory- suggested that the conceptual

,:grouping facilitated training in use of,the Inventory. In Table 4 the

conceptual dimensions of Version II of the, Inventory with the accompanying

item numbers are presented.

Internal consistency - Version II. Coefficient alpha was'computed for 13

of the.15 rating items on.Version II of the TSI. .Two rating items, structure

of the session and child's'interest, were not included in computation Of

coefficient alpha. The former was.excluded because the seven point scale was

different for this item, the midpoint was considered to be the most pbsitive

rating, and the two extremes were viewed as equally negative in value. The

latter was excluded because the item is conceptually different from the other

25



Table 4 4

Version II of the TSI Conc.eptual Areas

Area Scale Item Numbers

I. Structure of Teadhingituation 1,2
II. Antecedents Techniques 3,4,5,6,7
III. Shaping Techniques 8,9,401,12
IV. Feedback. 15,16
V. Child Responses 19

Total Number of Rating Items 15

VT. Behavior Counts
No. of instances of positive feedback 13
Ncr. of instances of corrective feedback 14
No. of tasks presented 17
No. of correct responses 18

Total Nuiber of,Counts

items in that it is not a measure of mother's performance. Coefficient alpha

for the 13 items based upon 23 cases wes.95.

Interrater reliability - Version II. Interrater reliability for scale

items was computed as a percentage of agreement between two independent

raters on each 7-point scale. Each point of discripancy in a 7-point rating

was converted numerically .to 14. For example, if one rater acored an item as

6 and the other rater scored an item as5, the agreement would.be 86%.

Interrater reliability ratings were obtained on 9Q percent of the 143 tapes in

which Version II used. Reliability on individual items ranged from 83 to

89 percent. Average a reement for the l/7 ing items was 85.8 percent. Table

5 contains a listing of the item-by-item average

this version of the Inventory.

interrater reliability for
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Table 5

Interrater Reliability on. Version II.

item Title Reliability *

1. Discrete StrUCtUre
.

2: Tracking
3. Clarity. of Task.Objective
4. Task Developmental Appropriatentss
5. Non-Verbal Task Antecedent
G. Arity Verbal

. '

7. Developmental ApPropriateness Verbal
8. Effectiveness of Guidance and Prompts
9. Modeling
10. Changes Task. .

11. Modification of. Task
12. Conversion of Child Behavior .

13. Use of Non-Verbal Feedback
14. Appropriateness,of Feedback'
15. Child's,Interest in Task

83

89
88'

88

88

, 88
Instruction-,, 85

83

85

96
85
.84

, 87
1 83

85

Average interrater reliability

Calculated by percent agreement method

85.8
4

Version III - Teaching. Skills invent

The final version of the Teaching-Skills Inventory, (see Appendix B

for manual), contains nine items which address the following areas: (1)

structure of the interaction (2) sensitivity to the child', (3) basic.

instructional. (4) feedback, and, (5) child responses.. The final

version of the Inventory reflects the same basic assumptions regarding

instructional skills as the first and second versions. The reduction in

number of items came about based upon feedback from the professionals who

received reining-in the use of the :Inventory. There was general agreement
0

among the teachers who received training in the use of the two earlier

versions of the Inventory that it was difficult to differentiate among some of

the scale items. This difficulty centered primarily around a perception on

the teacher's part that a mother's level of skill on some items was highly

consistent with her level of skill on another item. For example, in the flrst
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;version of the scale, a distinction .was -made between clarity of vrbal and

non-verbal instructional content as well as developmental appropriateness of

verbal and non-verbal instruction. In the final version. only the develop--

mental' appropriateness items were retathed.

The 'conceptual orgahization of the scale was modified so that antecedents

and shaping were combined to form instructional skills. The components of the

conceptual factor of structure from Vbrsion II, adult versus child initiation

and tracking, were separated. Feedback remained essentially' the same, as did

the information recorded about the child's responses.

Interrater reliability between eight teachers" and the standard rater,

with each teacher rating from four to seven tapes, was assessed for Version

III of the Inventory. Interrater reliabilije4 were calculated, by computing

percentage of agreement between the two raters' ratings of each item. Ave:

interrater agreement between the eight pairs ,of raters, a standard rater with

each of the teachers, is presented in Table 6.

Table 6

Interrater 'Reliability on Version III

Item Title
Avg. Percent
Agreement

Avg. point
Difference

1. Structure 87 .93
2. Tracking

. 88 .86
3. Clarity of Objectives 87 .93.
4. Develop Appropriateness of Activities 92 :57
5. Appropriateness of Verbal Instruction

---
.

- 90 .71
6. Appropriateness of Non-Verbal Instruction 85 1.17.
7. Adjustment of Activity Complexity %% 89 .79
8. Appropriateness of Feedback 86 1.00
9. Child Participation in Interaction 94 .43

Total Average Percent Agreement 88.66

1

In Table 7, the items and their corresponding numbers:'across all three

versions of the Inventory are presented.



Item T tle

y Scale Items

Table 7

Cross Reference of Items Across All Versions of the TSI

Item Numbers

structure
tracking
development appropriateness of
verbal instruction
development appropriateness of
non-verbal instruction
instruction content cilarJ.ty
verbal

I

instruction content clarity
non-verbal
prompt guide-vpropriateness
utilizatica
prompt_m.cle7etfectiyeness
modelinointira
parelnkt changes :ask
parent inodifies task
conv n to more omplex
.feedback
non-'' comrunication
fetuizack appropztateness
development :.;.plpropriateness
task
saEltEjalsk ob'ective
-complexity of Child resp.mse
child'interest/ artici ation

of

Version 1 Version 2 Version 3

1 1
2 2 2

7 . 5

4 .5 6

6'

7

8 8

9 9
10 3

11 11
12 12
15

16 "7-15
17 16 11

Total number of scale items

Counts

.No. positive feedback
-No. correct feedback'
No. tasks presented -__--_-----
No. correct responses.
No. incorrect child responses

Total number of, counts

ti

19 14

18 15 9

13 , 13 9
14 14 10
18' 17 12
19 18 13
20

5 4 4
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Study I

Part A: Training of Infant Teachers

Objective

The.overall objective of the first study was to further dtvelop the

Teaching Skills Inventory as a tool for appraising teaching competencies, for

identifying deficiencies in teaching competencies to be remediated, as well Is

for assessing the effects of remedial efforts. Given that the Inventory

permits documentation of the dimensions of parent skills and child learning,

the first step prior to Aing it to train parents was to demonstrate that the

teachers themselves displayed the necessamteaching competencies described

for the parents. /

Method

Subjects. /Profession 1 staff from Meyer Children's Rehabilitation

Institute participated in this study. They included nine teachers from the
Infant Development Program, as well 1as seven physical and occupational
therapists. Each of the Infant Progr teachers was responsible for working

with up to 10'parents and their hand capped infants on a weekly basis. The

teachers were trained in two seriara groups as new staff jOined the Infant

Program. The first group of five t achers was trained in the first version of

the Inventory. Thesecond group oaf four teachers was trained with Version II.

Each of the Infant Program teachers had at least four years experience inr.

working with children functi ning developmentally within the first two years

of life, at the time of tr fining. Although each-tedchei's background was

relevant to the education ...f children with handicaps, the extent and nature of

their forMal education v ried. These varied backgrounds included physical

therapy, psychology, spe ial education, and human development. The extent of

formal training include persgps with bachelor's and master's degrees. All the
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therapists were registered in either physical or occupational therapy. Two

had master's degrees. The other three therapists were wor ing on master's

degrees. All were professionally involved in the evaluation" and provision

of physical or occupational therapy to handicapped children. The majority.of

their cases involved instruction of parents in activities to be carried out at

home with their children.

The approaches used by these teachers and therapists in teaching parents

to work with their own children varied, depending on their own backgrounds,

the nature of an infant's disability, and their perceptions of what knowledge.

each parent needed and the way that parent learned best.

Procedure. Two types of baseline data were collected. The first type

included two baieline videotapes.. for each participating staff member with

parent-infant dyads from their caseload. Tapes were structured so as to

\reco?d the parent and child interacting for five minutes. Then the teacher or

\,therapist offered the parent suggestions and/or demonstrated techniques for

orking with that child on the basis of what was observed in the parent-child

teractions. This segment lasted up to.an additional 10 minutes. The tape of

e ch staff member's teaching suggestions was reviewed by a research assistant_.-

number of times the teacher offered the parent.feedback regarding a skill

or

\

technique included in the inventory was classified according to the four

conceptual categories on Version II of the,Inventory. Those categories

included: (1) structure, (2).sensitivitT, (3) instructional techniques, and

(4) feedback. Baseline performance tapes of staff members working with

chi dren were also collected. These tapes included a five minute segment of

the teacher or therapist working directly with individual children. This

pro ided baseline performance for the staff with respect to the skills

represented on the Teaching Skills Inventory:
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Training teachers and 'therapists took'place in three separate groups.

The first was a group of infant teachers, the second and third,groups included

both physical and occupational therapists and teachers. Training was provided

to the staff in groups for each of the three training phases. ining of the

initial group of teachers was provided by the investigators using Version I of
!

theit,Intory. This training focused upon one factor (of the four factors

derived through factor analysis) at a time. The training of the secOn4 and

third groups was done primarily by the research assistant on the project. The

second group received training on Version II of the Inventory with the overall

training time shortened since the Inventory had. by that time been reduced and

the factors organized conceptUally. By the third group it was possible to

train experienced teachers and therapists to reliably rate tapes using the TSI

in approximately four hours time.y

Training Group Ic(TeacherTraining). Baseline to follow-up for the

training study of this version was three to six months, depending upon the

case schedule of the individual teacher. Teachers received two hours of

discussion oriented instruction or( the rating system, with tape rating

practice on each of four. separate areas, for a total of eight hours of

instruction. Each training session was separated by two or three weeks during

which teacherS practiced\ratiAg tapes and working with families on the items

for which they had received inStruction.
.

!

Training Group II (Two. Teachers, Three Therapists). Total training time

Was eight hours, distribtited as four two-hour sessions over'two months.

Conditions were the Me' as with Version I training except that with a

shortened Inventory the items were taught in two groups. "

Training Group III :(Two Teachers, Three Therap1211). Training procedures

were essentially the same as those used in training groups one and two, except
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that the Inventory had been shortened to nine items andithe entire Inventory

was covered throughout the training period.,

As part 'of their training, teachers and therapists rated parent-child

_dyads with whom they had not worked directly. The criterion for rating of

tapes was 85 percent agreement with the standard rater (research assistant on

the project) across the total scale. This level requires that the teacher or

therapist.have no more than one-point disagreement on the average across tIle

rating items, each 'of which is a seven-point scale.

Results

The focus, of Study I was to assess the reliability with which

professionals (teachers and therapists) could be trained in use of the

Training Skills Inventory. Several measures of teacher and therapist

performance were taken in order to answer this siastion.

Interrater reliability between professionals being trained in use of the

Inventory and standard raters in their ratings of parent performance was

assessed. A criterion of SS percent agreement fort tal scale reliability was

set as a condition for sowletion of training in us of the Inventory. All 16

professionals who received training' accomplished that level of reliability in

the specified training time. Professionals who participated in further

studies were periodically asked to do check-up reliability ratings. All such

staff continued to demonstrate reliability in their ratings. Staff who were

initially trained on Version I of the Inventory were subsequently checked for

reliability on Version III.

Changes in teacher performance assessed through the Teaching Skills

Inventory from )baseline to post-training tapes were analyzed. Teacher

performance in working with three children on pretraining and at least two

children on post-training was analyzed. The research assistant was the
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standard rater and rated all of the'tapes. Average interrater reliability-for

these ratings was 90 percent over \three consecutive tapes. Teacher

. ,
performance with childrenjw.assessed,with.the Inventory (Version II) was

consistently high -on baseline (mean baseline rating's for the first group which

included five teachers was 6.6 out of a possible total of 7). Average

post-training rating for the same group of teachers was 6.8. Change in

teacher.performance from pre-training to post-training was found to be

non-significant using a t-test for related measures, (t = 1.17). TeaOher

performance on baseline was very, close to the maximum score and the criteriont J .

for completion ofk:raining, so it is not 'surprising that the improvements were

not significant given that only small improvements were posiibl

second group of teachers, mean rating of teacher performance

. For the

on _'the

pre-training tapes was 6.4 and on the post-training tapes; 6.7. Results

the second group of teachers trained

Changes in teacher's /suggestions to parents regarding teaching

techniques from pre- to post-teacher training

group.

were consistent with those of the.firllt

procedure for:this study-called-

parents by content area (i.e., st

,r

were also assessed. The initial

for classifying teacher suggestions for

ructure, tracking, antecedents, shaping, and

feedback) and by mode of delivery of instruction (descriptipn, demonstration,

queries, etc.). It was found after *a number of months of effort that

reliability_ could not be established for such a rating system. Consequently,

the procedure used was to count the number of verbal suggestions given to

parents by teachers and, in counting, to classify those suggestions according
--V--

to the categories of structure, instructional strategies, feedback to the

child, and. sensitivity. Not

which parent instruction was

assessed with this procedure was the degree to

accomplished via demonstration or verbal_modes
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. other than specific directives. Then data were collected for all nine

teachers who received training. Interrater reliability on number and Category

of teacher suggestions to parents was assessed for one third of the tapes. 4

Percentage of:agreement for each of the categories is presented in Table'8.

41 Table 8

Interrater Reliability for Counts and Classification

of Teacher Suggestions

Category ,Percent Agreement

Structure 91

Sensitivity 75

Instructional Techniques 92

Feedback 91

Data were available on teacher suggestions for a total of 16

parent-teacher dyads. Seven teachers worked with two parents each and two
.0 !

teachers worked with one parent each. It should be noted that the overall

--tUMher of comments was very small. The average increase in number of

instructional comments given by the nine teachers in the 10 'minute sessions

was .5 comments. Thus, teacher's instructions to parents increased in

frequency after training; however, the increases were so slit as to not be

meaningful. Of the four categories, increases in the frequency} of teacher

.11

_ comments about sensitivity to the child's ods and interest were most Marked.

The major problem in interpreting the absence of change in the number

instructional comments made by teachers stems from questions about how

teachers actually instruct the parents. In looking at the video tapes of the
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sessions, one, haa the impression that the primary instructional mode u0110 by

the teachers is demonstration of technique and not discusSion. HoweVer,

currently, we do not have a sensitive and reliable measure of this type of

parent instruction., Consequently, we were not able to fully assess the impact

of this training on,the teacher's nstructional approach.

The Inventory was used to as ess changes in parent perfo ance from the

baseline to the post-training phas of the study.- These were parents who

participated in the first teacher tr ining. study by permitting videotaping of

themselves with their children prior to and following. the training of the five

teachers. .1-tests for related measures were performed on pre- and

post-teacher training on ratings of the parent skills. The parents, as a

group, showed a gtatisticAlly reliable increase in skill level on the

conceptual areas of instructional skills (t = 3.21, g (.05) and feedback =

3.05, R. < .05). This suggests that the parents were learning'-some things,

although not by what teachers said as much as by what they saw the teachers

do.

Training of Physicak-and Occupational Therapists

Objective

The rationale for training physical and occupational therapists was to

determine the degree-to which the Teaching Skills Inventory would be useful in

a discipline in which early intervention was largely parent mediated while the

developmental content differed.(motor versus cognitive development). It was.

found that the TeachingSkills Inventory required some modifications in items

and item descriptions in order to make_it more understandable by the staff who

received training.\ Staff resignations and difficulties with, scheduling

parents and children made it impossible to collect several measures of

effectiveness of training, including the therapist change in performance and
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parent change in performance. The therapists who were trained did demonstrate

the ability to reliably rate taped segments.

Method

Subjects. Four therapists, two occupational (OT),, and two physical

therapists (PT), aged to participate in the study. Pediatric experience of

these therapists ranged from one to fifteen years. 'The OT.'conducting the

study had nine years pediatric experience with six years at MCRI.

Procedure. For purposes of this study, the term "Preliminary Part" was

used to describe the training of the therapists and the. terms "pre-tapes" and

"post-tapes" referred to those 20 minute tapes taken before and after

therapist tr&ining. 4The Primary Part referred to that portion of the study

that was to be therapist training of parents and included baseline tapes and

session tapes.

Pre-tapes were taken during a two-month period. Each therapist

selected three children who were likely to continue therapy for at least the

next six to eight weeks. The children were not new to MCRI and were already

being seen by the therapists. The training sessions started the next month.

The irst session involved an explanation of the study, including a brief

description of the background and rationale. Each item on the scale. was

reviewed as well as the rating system. One ape was shown with the trainer

making comments throughout and the group then rated and discussed their

ratings of

ratings

the items. A second tape was rated with no discussion until the

were completed, Mist of the questions from therapists concerned the

behavior counts. This appeared to be the most confusing area and the one with

the most disagreement, especially, regarding what constituted an activity.

Since the behavior counts were intended tothelp-focus attention, facilitate

ratings, and did not affectthe ratings, they were dropped. Instead>,---
C7
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therapists made notes on the back of the form to give an account of what they
I

1

I

saw and these were referred o while rating..
(

i

i

Due to difficulty co rdinating schedules, further training sessions were

held with one or two herapists'at a time.
,

During this time, a shorter
1

,

version of the rating guidelines was written. While.therapists.needed more-1 .4

than
.

from

just the description of each rating, the lengthy description Of each item

the gdidelines used in the InfantiProgram was too cumbersome and, at

than clarified. This was probably due, in part,. to the

phrasing. by which behaviors were described from a

1

times, confused rather

educational jargon or

different orientation. One example was the use of the words "tracking" and

"sensitivity." Therapists are accustomed to using "tracking" in the context

of visual tracking, so this term was somewhat misleading even though it was

often equated with, being kind ordefined. Also, sensitivity was too

comforting (sensitive), which was not

sensitivity item was changed from the

Child" to

the intent of the term. Therefore, the

original "Tracking, Adult Sensitivity to

"Responsiveness, Adult Utilizes Child's Expression of Interest."

The Rating Form was also modified accordingly, and letters addec: !for ease of

reference. These adapted materials are presented in Appendix A. The new

guidelines were six pages instead of 12, although each person kept a copy of

both versions and could refer back to the original if necessary.

Tapes used for training included those taken at an earlier time and those

used as pretapes. Since training was'not done as a group of four, it was
0

possible to use pretapes without using a particular therapist's own patients.

Criteria for completion of training was agreement of 78 percent. or better-with

the standard rater on three consecutive tapes. This was determined by the

number of agreements divided by the total number of items (9). An agreement

was considered to be a differen- of 0 or 1 mi each }.tem. This method was
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chosen because it was felt that a difference of 1 on the 7-point scale was not

significant and usually reflected a slightly more conservative or liberal

interpretation of the rating descriptions. Using this method, the therapists

had to agree on at.least 'seven out of nine items. Therapists attained

criteria after five 'to six ratings, after the initial training session. Post-

training tapes wets then taken three to four months after initiation of

training. Unfortunately, post -tapes were not obtained on all the children,

Two children left MCRI, two children were hospitalized', and one child changed

`therapists.

Therapist training of patents. Baseline tapes were started in June and

July on three therapists for the parent training portion. By this time, one

OT had resigned from MCRI and moved out of the area. The remaining therapists

were instructed to select three children who were just starting treatment. A

\minimum of three baseline tapes'were.tiken for each child-parent dyad. Each

\

ol these was rated by the therapist as well as the standard rater in order to
,\.

ensure continuing reliability and completion of'the ratings. If the ratings.
:-

for the-three tapes were fairly stable, session tape's were started. If not,

more Saseline tapes were to be taken and /or the childand parent would be

discontinued from the study, however this did not occur. After rating

_baseline tapes, the therapist chose an area of instructionto address with the

assistance of the standard rater, if needed.

By December 1981, only five child-parent dyads had been selected among

the,three therapists. One dyad had three baseline tapes and three session

tapes; one had three baseline and two session tapes; one had three baselTne-

and.one session tapes; two dyads had two baseline tapes and no session tapes,.

Completion of tapes was difficult for several reasons. One was the difficulty

finding children who were just eginning therapy and whose parents had some
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.need for instruction (some parents had already completed training in the

Infant Program or possessed very good teaching skills to begin with). Another

problem was that the typical therapy program at MCRI begins with six to eight

Weekly treatments, with the frequency reducing until a client'ir monitored

only one to two times a month. This schedule was devi3ed because most-parents

can be instructed in home management and treatment during this.tire, and

additional therapy is not felt to be needed weekly. The demand-for therapy
7

services also plays a part. While therapists were requested to continue

children.for purposes of the study, this was difficult to do at times. Other

factors were decreasing commitment of the therapists to the study in view of

other demands, and illness and, cancellation of children. Six months later,
.11

when a second therapist in the study resigned from the Institute and a third

requested to be allowed to drop out, the study was discontinued:

Study II,
r

Objective

The objective of the second study of this series was the assessment of

the utility of the Teaching Skills Inventory as a basis for focusing

instruction provided by teachers to parents.- The need for providing specific

instruction in teaching techniques was suggested by lack of changes in parent

performance on .the ratings of the first two videotapes taken of each parent in

the initial phases of development of the Inventory. The first two tapes were

separated by a period of two to three months, and the ratings reflected no

change in parent performance with respect to the dimensions represented on the

checklist. Our observations of parent performance on an informal basis also

supported tfie 'conclusions 7that it is necessary, to focus instruction given to

parents on teaching strategies as well as developmental content, and that it
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is also necessary to formally monitor parent performance so as to document

change or the lack of change in teaching skills.

Factor analysis of Version I of the Teaching Skills Inventory yielded

results indicating that there were four factors that related to parent

teaching skills. Tha.'original proposal for this work called for the training

to be implemented in a multiple baseline design. Each teacher was to identify

the factor upon which he felt each parent's training should be focused first,

and then provide training until the parent reached criterion on that factor.

Training would then.be focused on a, second factor until each parent's

performance was at the criterion level on each factor and on the total

inventory.

In actual practice, teachers found it difficult to confine'their

instructiAl to one facto at a time. They felt that this constraint made them

self-conscious and disrupted the "flow" of the session. In addition, the

factor structure had not been demonstrated to be reliable across data sets.

Consequently, monitoring performance across factors, as the original design

had called for, was discarded during the course of the study in favor of.'a

quasi-experimental design.that made use of several pre- and post-tests.

Method

Subjects. A total of 26 mothers began participation in the study.

Sixteen mothers. continued participation to a/ point where they could be

included in the analysis Of training data. Four teachers provided the,

training,to the mothers who participated. There were several reasons why 10

mothers did not complete the study. Four of the mothers were at criterion

level of performance in the ratings done of them at baseline. Of these four

mothers, two had been in the program for at least six months prior to
.

ince tion of the study.- Of the others, one had a child who demonstrated o y
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minimal delays at the time of entry into the program. The fourth casp was one

in which there was considerable disagreement between the independent raters

and the teacher regarding baseline performance. Because the independent

rater's score met the criterion for exclusion, hat case no/included.

The reason for not completing the training for five ad itional mothers was

their- children's transfer to another program. In'four c

districts responsible for the children decided to serve

es the school

the Children in

child or because

school,districts'had started new programs and could serve the child directly..

The .fifth child no longer showed any delay and was served in a Preschool for

non-handicapped children. One mother participated for six months, during

which time she showed some Improvement, and she then stopped coming.. This is

a mother who has been diagnosed as mentallyretarded.

There are several characteristics of the mothers and children among the

16 who completed the study that are important to, note. The average

educational level of the mothers was completion of high school plus additional

for the 10

families on whom income data was available was.$22,800 with a range of .$12,000.

to $32,000 per annum at the time of the study which was 1979-1980. An

eleventh mother was on Aid to. Dependent Children so that amount was not

averaged with the rest.

another program. This occurred because of the age of the

schooling for the 11 on whom we have this data. The average income

In the original design of the study, it was anticipated that only parents

who were new referrals to the Infant Program would be included. However,

after initiation of the project LB-889 was passed, which is Nebraska's early

education legislation for handicapped children. This bill requires school

districts to fund educational programs from the dateof a child'sdiagnosii,

Consequently, the largest school district in the area implemented -its oWn
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infant program.. As a result, enrollment in the MCRI Infant Program was

reduced from an average of 80 active cases to an average of 30 active cases

per year. Consequently, in order to carry out these studies participation by

parents who had been.inPthe program but who didnot perform at criterion level

on the Inventory was permitted. Of the 16 parents, 11 had been in the program

prior to their starting in-the' parent training study. The mean length of

enrollment of that subgroup was 15.3 months, with .a range of four to 27

monthi. Of the group of mothers who had been previously enrolled, five had

children who were moderately to severely handicapped and six had children who

were mildly handicapped. Of the,parents whose participation in the parent

training study coincided with their enrollment] in the Infant Program, three

had children with mild handicaps and two had childri with moderate to severe

handicaps. Table 9 contains a summary of the numbers of cases occurring in

the four possible combinations of the two characteristics.

Table 9 V

Child's Degree of Handicap for New and Previous Participants

Length of Participation in Program

New - (lesi than 2 months)

Previous - (4-27 months)

Child's Degree of Handicap
. Mild Moderate to Severe

/.

3 cases 2 cases

6 cases 5 cases

Procedure. Three baseline videotapes of five minutes each were taken on

pre-training visits of the parent and child to the Infant Program. For each

taping the parent was asked to play with her child using the suggestions she

had been given for activities and incorporating any other activities felt to

be appropriate. /A number of toys was made available and the Imient was

offered the .opportunity/to request any additional materials/ A research

assistant the tapes and shared those ratings with the teacher.

4
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Initially he teacher assigned to the parent and child and one of the research-

staff, but n t the research assistant who rated the-tapes, reviewed, the tapes

and, the rating- of the tape. On the basis of that information the first factor

to be emphasized n training the parent was identified. Each factor contained

fromitwo to six it that reflected skills to be learned. After selection of

a factor, teachers s cified a technique or skill as the first target for

instruction within that factor. Training was continued on individual skills

,withi a factor until the parent's total score on that factor reached an

Ara e of 6 on the 7- point scale. This procedure was discontinued, as

previously pointed out, due to the unreliability of the factor structure and

teacher discomfort with trying to adhere to one factor at a time. The teacher

provi ed the parent with specific instruction around the use of teaching

skill embodied in each of the items within the Inventory. The teachers

prima ily used techniques of actual demonstration and guided practice in

prov' ing training to parents. Once the teachers felt thatthe parent was

read to be taped again, another taping was completed. The maximum, number of

sess ons between tapings was six sessions. In several cases, teachers asked

for /a greater number of sessionsbetween tapings. The reason giveh was the

parents'nts' discomfort at being videotaped. These extensions were granted. Upon

hi, subsequent questioning of tie teachers, the research assistant had the

ression. that the discomfort was as much on the teachers' part as the

ents'.

The research assistant and the teacher independently rated the videotape

efore-a parent's next visit. The independent rater did not know what skills

the teacher was working on with the parent for the sessions which preceded

each taping. The research coordinator and teacher inspected the ratings and
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Idecided whether continued training was necessary on a given technique or

skill. Training was continued up to a maximum e= '3

Home scale The initial proposal, called _1 &

Bradley, 1978) to be administered before an: 77, .ne

( rationale for the inclusion of this instrument was as follows. Uneof the

basic questions to be answered regarding effectiveness of parent"training

procedures concerned the issue of generalization of learning from clinic or

school to horned We argued that changes in parent performance as defined

through the Training Skills InJentory would be measured by the Home Scale.

The Home Scale reflects several important dimensions of the home environment,

including physidil and social characteristics "thathave been demonstrated as

predictors of later child development. Forexample, Wachs (1976) found that a

regular predictable routine as part of a family's schedule related to specific

aspects of sensorimotor development, such as development df object permanence.

Maternal responsivity and sensitivity to child needs and wants-have been

demonstrated to be related to child language development.

Initially, pre-training Home Scale data were collected on all families

included in this study. Upon inspeCtion of those scores, we'found that only

six out of the first 18 families had scores below 84 percent of the total

/possible score on the Home Scale, The scale has a total of 45 items;

consequently, a score of 38 or higher is 84 percent or better. In addition,

we found that there were some items on the scale that were inappropriate to

situations in which the child was severely retarded with multiple handicaps.

In three of the cases in which low scores (below 38) were obtained, the

children were severely retarded. In five of the cases where lower scores were

obtained, the parents were themselves retarded or had significant emotional

adjustment difficulties: All of the six cases wi,.11 low Home scale scores
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dropped out of the study, either due to the fact that they

area, or because t?';lir-children moved to another !program

district's initiative. Collection of the Home Scale data

moved out of the

at the school

was discontiriued

because it was felt this would not result in useful information.

Results

Parent skills. An Analysis of Variance with repeated measures was done

on the ratings of parent performanc the five points in the training

sequeice. Parents' skills were found to increase significantly over

(4,60) = 21.65, 24.001). Means and standard deviations for

mothers who received training may be found in Table 10.

Table 10

time (F

ratings of the 16

Means and Standard Deviations for Teaching Skills of Mothers

Parents Pre 1 Pre 2 Pre 3 Post 1 follow -Up

Mean 62.69 61.13 59.25 75.63 78.44

s.;. 10.07 13.56 12.90 7.81 7.79

Tukey's Test was then used to determine at what point this improvement

occurred. No significant change was found prior to the onset of training.

Significant improvement (p x.05) was observed between the last p-Te6test and

the first tape done after training began. No significant change occurred

between this initial training tape and the follow-up tape.

A second ACV was done to assess the impact of time in a program on a

parent's performance. The analysii compared skill level of the 11 parents who

had been in the program for more than two months before the beginning of this

focused training, with the performance of five parents who were new to the

Infant Program. No significant differences weredobserved,-(F' (1,14) = .87).
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A third AOV with repeated measures was done to assess whether the

severity of the children's handicaps had an effect on the assessments of

parents skills. No differences between

children and seven parents of moderately

found, (F (1,14) = .19).

nine pirents of mildly handicapped

or severely handicapped children were

Child interest. A Comparable set of analyses were done to assess

changes on the item, child interest in activity, over, the \course of this

parent training study. This item was included in Versions II III of the

inventory and was used as a dependent measure reflecting the degree to whichAQ

the parent was successful in engaging the child in the learning activities.

An AOV with repeated measures was done. Children's interest was fo d

increase significantly over the tapings (F (4,56) = 4.10, ,11(. 05):' Set Tab

11 for these means and standard deviations. Tukey's Test was 'then used to

determine when changes in child involvement occurred.. Child involveMent was

highest at the time of follow-up and significantly, higher (i < .05) at

to

follow-up thanhe average level on the baseline tapes or on the second

baseline tape.

Table 11

Means and Standard Deviations of Ratings of Child's Involvenent

Children Pre 1 Pre ;2 Pre 3 Post 1 ' Follow-Up

Mean 4.87 4.20 4.67 4.93 5.67

s .D. 1.51 1.37 1.45 1.16 i .72

Another AOV with repeated measures was done to assess the impact of time

associated with the program or chi involvement the intervention.

4itt.

In this

analysis, ratings of four children who had partiCipated in the program for

less than two months were compared with the ratings of 11 children who had
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Leen in the program for longer than that period. No difference was observed.

between the two groups (F (1,13) = .35).
.

Finally, the impact of severity of handicaps on a child's involvement was
,

assessed by an AOV with'repeated measures. Nine mildly handicapped children

were comparid with six who were moderately or severely handicapped. A

non-significant trend was observed, (F (1,13) = 3.15, 2 <.10), suggesting that

under 'ome circumstances, the more severely handicapped children may be four)

to be somewhat less interested then the mildly handicapped infants. An

alternative hypothesis -regarding thi: finding is that the item may

discriminate against the severely handicapped child who is less capable of

initiating activities.

/7
Study III

In the original proposal, we indicated that we would validate the use of

the Teaching Skills Inventoryby training persons from the disciplines of

physical and occupational therapy. In the section of this report on Trining
\

of Physical and Occupational Therapists (Study I, Part B), we pointed out hat

we encountered problems in making that extension due to staff turnover an

inadequate number of qualified families. A modified version of the In4ntory

was developed but the proposed validation through demonstration of utility, in

parent training in the domain of motor development was not accomplished, This

study was to be carried out as a student master's thesis (Gabriel, Note 13).

When the replication was found to be not possible, the therapist completed a

survey of physical and occupational therapists. The focus of this,survey was

to determine therapists' attitudes toward and Implementation of ffoceciures of

parent mediated intervention. *General conclusions of that survey were:

(1) physical and occupational therapists in Nebraska and Iowa who work with

handicapped children were very consistent in placing a high priority on
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working with parents to teach them principles and techniques of physical

management of their handicapped child; (2) therapists were also consistentin

their response that what training they received in working with parents came

on the job rather than during their final preparation. It was concluded in

this thesis that therapists needed to be better prepared in parent training

techniques.

Study 11,1'

-Objective

The objective of this study was to assess the use of self-modeling as

means- of enchancing parent teaching abilities with respect to the skill

identified within the Teaching Skills Inventory.

Rationale

a

. ,

Training parents as teachers anOtherapists of their own children relies

heavily upon verbal instruction procedures and upon the observation of

professionals working with those children. We have found that some parents

have not been effectively' guided by professional. verbalizations of principles

or by demonstrations of teaching skills. There are many possible reasons for

these failUres. Parents may not pay attention to what the teachers say out of

a sense that they are being criticized by the teacher, or because they believe

themselves incapable of implementing the procedures that the teacher is

discusSing or demonstrating. Another reason for lack of parental response

t

might include the teacher's failure to break the teaching task into

sufficiently manageable steps for the parent. A procedure called

"self-modeling" has been successfully used to teach parents of children having

speech and learning disabilities to engage in playful interactions with their

own children (Peddicord, Note 14). In this procedure, parents view videotaped

interactions of themselves with their children. The teacher or therapist
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points out and praises features of the interactions that he or she wishe

encourage. Through a process of repeated viewings of successive.tapes, the

teacher is able to shape parents' 'interactions with their children. This

procedure has several desirable features. First, it is a positive approach,

using reinforcement to shape an increagly ,competent parent. Second,

observations of one's own performances permits a.clearer understanding of what

skills can be changed. In this self-modeling procedure,"an awareness of one's

own performance is cultivated.

In the appOtion for funding for this work, we proposed'that we would

randomly select a comparison group for the Self-Modeling Study from parents

who received training in the previous study. Upon completion of the initial

Parent Training Study, we decided that ,such a procedure would not be

appropriate for several reasons. The primary reason was the length of time

allowed between tapings in the first training studieS. 'Training for some

parents extended over'a period of six months due to teachers' reluctance to do

tapings. In addition, the teachers who would be participating in tha self-

modeling study were verbalizing different attitudes regarding-the training

than those which they had expressed at the inception of the first parent

training study. Consequently, we felt itwas not possible to compare their

training approach with a new group of parents to their previoUs training

efforts as a test, of two alternative procedures. Moreover, we decided to

randomly assign new parents who entered the group and who agreed to

participate in the study to one of two conditions: (1) A Self-Modeling

dition using videotape feedback, and, (2) A Standard Training Condition

which used the approach taken and demonstrated to be successful in the first

study with additional constraints on the number of training sessions and the

length of time over which these sessions could occur.
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Method

Slb ects. Subjects for this study were 11 mothers newly referred to the

Infant Program at the time of entry into the study. Subjects were randomly

assigned to the self-modeling or standard training condition. Five mothers

were assigned to the self-modeling condition and six to the standard training

condition. The mean educational level of these mothers was 13:6 years (Zata

were not available on two mothers) and the mean income was $16,100 per year

(this data was not available on four families).

Procedure. 1 five-minute videotape of parents and child interacting was

collected as baseline data. The guidance that mothers were given for'this

taping was that the teachers would give the parents suggestions for activities

prior to the session but that the tparent should feel free to initiate any

activities she felt were appropriate. In addition, she could ask for any toys

or other materials she wished. The individual teachers observed this taping

procedure forlparents with whom they were to work. The teacher then used her

rating of the baseline. tape. and the observations she needed to identify

objectives for her instruction of the parent.

T aining was provided in four sessions which had to be concluded in a

six-week eriod. .A five-minute videotape of mother and child interacting

under the s e conditions as described in the baseline procedure was taken.

. The instructional session was then given immediately following the taping. In.41c\

the Self-Modeling Condition, the teacher used the videotape in order to

Instruct the parent. In the Standard Training Condition the-teacher gave

instruction to the patent using the traditional modes of instruction.

The week after the\f7rth training session or at the.sixth week f011oWihg

collection of the baseline\tape, a post-training five minute videotape was

taken under the same conditio as the previous tapes. A rater, blind to the
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condition of training the parent received and blind to the order (pre- or

post-training) of the tape, rated all the tapes using Version III of the.

Inventory.

Results

Interrater reliability was obtained for eight of the 22 tapes. The mean

of the ratingt for the seven rating items used was 87 percent. The average

ratings of mothers teaching skills for the two groups were not significantly

different and are summarized in Table 12.

Table 12

Means and Standard Deviations

for Teaching Skills of Mothers,

Modeling Standard

Pre Post Pre Post

Me-ns 35.2 40.4 34.7 35.7

SD 8.3 4.3 5.8 8.6.

An analysis of varance withprepeated measures was done.. Although the

modeling procedure ap' ars to be somewhat more effecti?'s than the standard

method no significant effects were obtained. Comparison of treatment effects

showed no differences between the modeling and standard training procedure,
/

(F (1.9) = .53). Parent skills did not increase significantly, (F (1,9)

1.96), over the training period.

Discussion

ZThe results of these studies_. showed a. number of things about the use of

the Teaching Skills Inventory in the training of teachers, the facilitation of

parent-child interaction, and evaluation of professional and parent teaching
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skills. First, the results of this work indicate that the Teaching Skills

Inventory is a reliable and readily used instrument for the assessment of

teaching skills of both parents and professionalS. This work also indicates
- , .1.

that teachers and therapists can readily learn to rate performance of the

parents with whom they work. It was also found in the course of this work

that the process of rating the abilities of parents using the TSI helps

'teachers to identify areas in which parents have skill deficits and that

teachers then find that they can work with parents to improve those skills.

In this connection, the work that has been presented indicates that a parent's

performance is affected by training that has been guided through the use of

the TSI. Study II indicated that, regardless of the handicap of a child or

the length of time that the parents have been in a program, intervention

geared for the first time to the skills rated with the TSI, produced distinct

tr,provements in parent skills as measured by the TSI.

Initial efforts to study the effect of training teachers in the use of

the TSI indicated that training in the rating of parents on the TSI did not

affect-what teachers taught parents. Nevertheless, the fact that, in later

studies, parents changed in response to instruction guided by the TSI suggests

that t achers were providing the parents with information the parents had not

been receiving previously. What did the teachers do'differently? How was it

that thiS was not apparent in the earlier study? It appears that, prior to

the beginning of Study II, the staff emphasized teaching parents development,

content in tI context c.f? teaching appropriate .child.centered activities. The

teachers were less likdoly to help the parents understand how to make the most

of their interactions around those activities.

Teachers assumed, for the most part, that parents would learn the

appropriate ways of interacting with their children through the modeling 'that
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.

the teachers were providing. The teachers reported that during Study II.they

began to focus d 1,1 the parents' Aeficits that had been identified using the

TSI, and for the first time their instruction was specifically geared toward

correcting problems in the instructional process of infants and mothers. It

was at this time that teachers began to systematically help parents develop

competencies in interacting with their children over'the broad range of areas

that the TSI covers; a range that goes far 'beyond the developmental

appropriateness of activities in which most of the instruction originally

focused. COnsequently, it is not surprising that parents who were new to the

program and parents who'hadbeen in the program for some time benefited from

exposure to teaching that was geared toward the competenCies embodied in the

TSI. The impact on'the children of parents increasing their competencies in

the areas measured by the TSI is also worth considering. Improvements in

parents' skills were associated; with increases in children's interest and

involvement in interaction with their parents. This improvement did not -occur

-simultaneously with the change in parental skills but seemed to lag somewhat

behind the parent changes. Nevertheless, it seems likely this change in child

involvement occurred as a result of the greater skill with which their parents

interacted.

Taken as a whole, these findings suggest that competencies displayed by

teachers and parents in working with handicapped infants span a range of

skills. These skills include both the ability to select deVelopmentally"

appropriate activities and the ability to interact with the child in ways that

,urage children to a .L t 4L __- world, facilitating interaction with

play9.1hings and people. Programmatic activities for parents that emphasize

only one or the other fail to provicarents and children with all that they



need in order to have mutually satisfying and maximally productive

interactions.

These studies also indicate that the Teaching Skills Inventory .holds

considerable potential both as a tool for assessing the competencies of

parents and professionals and as. a guide for intervention with parents.

Because the Teaching Skills Inventor.; is relatively brief and easily rated it

can be used routinely -east programs. . Finally, the TSI has shown!

considerable promise as a research tool in intervention programs for parents

and their handicir

Dirsemination Activities

1. Poster session at annua', meeting, Amer. n Association on Mental
Deficiency, San Francisco, May 1980.

2. Presentation at workshbp for teachers of deaf-blind and severely
handicapped children sponsored by Nebraska. program for Deaf-Blind funded
through

11
Mountain Plains-Regional Center for Deaf-Blind, July 1979..

. Methods of competency based parent training at Families and
Professionals Working Together: Issues, Concerns. and Future
Directions Meyer. Children's Rehabilitation Insitute,- June 2t,
1982.

4. Developmental Psychology Area Committee, University of Nebraska -
Omaha, Nebraska.

5. Competency based parent training workshop presented at Regional
Course of American Academy of Cerebral Palsy, sponsored by Meyer
Children's Rehabilitation Institute, May 28, 1983.

6. Information regarding the Inventori+.-is_inc-4ed in the SETS Course
Home Based Services component, presented by Barbara Jackson, Infant
Program Coordinator. This has been presented at four sites in
Nebraska:

7. Approximately 30 copies of the Manual on the rating scales were
distributed during 1982.
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Rating System:

veriionI

Parent Teaching Skills_Check4st

I. Structure of Session:

1. Discrete versus unstructured session:

1.
z.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

All tasks. presented in a highly stru6turedfashion.

Activities presented\ in a semi-structured' fashion.

Activities occur in an unstructured f/shion. Session is
characterized by fr e flowingdeveloppent 4f child tasks.

2. Tracking:

1. Parent is entirely/unresponsive to child's interests and moods.
2. i

,
3.

4. Parent is alternately responsive and UnrLsponsive to child's
interests and mc)(1.

5.

6(

7. Parent is enti

mental appropriateness of verbal instructions:

II. Antecedents:

1. Develo

ely responsive, to child's interests. and moods.

1. Almost all instructions ara entirely developmentally inappropriate.
2.

3.

4. Half of instructions are entirely inappropriate.
5.

6.

7. Almost all instructions are entirely developmentally appropriate.

2. Developmental appropriateness of nonverbal instructions:

1. Almost all instructions are entirely developmentally inapprOpriate.

2.

3.

4. Half of instructions are entirely inappropriate.
5.

'6.

7. Almost all instructions are entirely developmentally appropriate.



3. Clarity of content of verbal comnonents to instructions:

1 Coltent of instructions is consistently ambiguous or, contradictory.
2

3

4 Content of half of the instructions is moderat4y confusing-
- 5

6

7 Content of instructions is consistently clear.

4. Clarity of content of non- verbal components to instructions:

1 Physical and tonal cues cc-insistently fail to clarify and emphasize
task requirements. r

2

3

4 Non-verbal cues fail.to communicate task requirements in half th6
instructions.

5

6

7 Non-verbal cues consistently highlight task requirements.

III. Shaping - Consequences:

.1; Physical guidance and prompts; appropriateness of choice of whento use
than where tnere were opportunities tor physical guidance or promfirT:

1 Parent makes no use of physical guidance or prompts.
2

3

4 -Parent makes use of physical guidance or prompts in half possible
opportunities.

5

6

7 Parent makes effective use of physical guidancs/iii'llarompts in all
possible opportunities.

2. Prompts or guidance: How effective when used:
1. Parent continually verbal or physically prompts or guides in manner

. that distracts child.

2

3

'4 Parents' use of prompts and guidance distracts child from task

half the times they are used.
5

6
7 Parent never distracts child from successful completion of

task'by'the way prompts and guidance are given.

-Modeling, pointing:

1 Parent never makes effective use of modeling to assist child.

2

3

.4 Parent makes effective use of modeling or pointing in half the
possible' opportunities.

5

-q s model whereever needed.



4. Chances task:

Constantly_chmgestasklappropriately,--
2

3

4 Changes task inapprop/iately in half the cases.
5

6

7 Never changes task inappropriatelyt

5. modification of task/
. .

1 Parent never Modifies tasks in ways that would assist the child's

successful completion of them.

2

3 ..

4 Parent modifies tasks to assist child in halfthe possible
opportunities for modification. ____----

5 .

6 I

-----7-
:,777-7

7 Parent modifies taski-IEWays that assist child's accomplishment

as needed.

6. Conversion of child behavior into a more complex behavior:

1 Parent misses all opportunities to encourage more complex child
response by convers.i.zal of a simple response to a complex one.

2

3

.4 Parent misses half the opportunities to convert child tesponse

into .a more complex one.

6. . .

7 Parent misses no .opportunities to. Convert child response to a
. more complex response. .

Feedback:

1. Positive feedback (exaet count).
2. Corrective feedback exact c'Junt)
3. Intelligibility of feedbck: When used:

Verbal content of. feedback.iS never clear.
2

3

4 'Verbal content is clear about half the time. :.
5

6
.-

7 Verbal content is always unambiguous; consistent and developwentally
appropriate.



4. Non-verbal communications:

1. Non-verbal'communications do not emphasize and clarify parent's
reaction to child's behavior.

2.

3.

4. Non-verbal communications emphasize and clarify parent's
reaction in half instances.

.,5.

6.

7. Non-verbal communications always emphasize
reaction to child's behavior.

and clarify parent's

5. Feedback appropriateness: (consider frequency and quality)

1. Feedback is never appiopriate to child behavior.
2.

3.

4. Feedback is appropriate in half the instances.
5.

6.

7. Feedback is always appropriate.

IV. Child Responses:

1. Number of, tasks presented.
2. Number of correct responses approximations.
3. Child avoids, plays,. cries!, incorrect responses.
.4. Task's developmental apptopriateness.

1. All tasks presented were'developmcntally inappropriate.
2.

4. Half of the tasks presented were deve3opmontally appropriate.
.5.:
6.

7. All the tasks presented were developmentally appropriate.
5. The objective of the tasks presented was: \,

1. Was not, apparent for any tasks.
2.

3.

4. Apparent'in about half the tasks.
5.

7. Apparent in all the tasks.
6. Complexity of responses for child's developmental level:

'performance 'in this sample does not reflect child's optimal
level of responding in any cases. -

2.

3.

Responses reflect child' tine"'7e1 of reSpondins in half
of the cases.

5.

6.

7. performance in this sample reflect chili's optimal level of
responding in all cases.
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Date of Tc-pc..

Date of Rating

Structure

1. Discrete

2. Tracking

Antecedent

1. App. verbal

2. App. non - verbal

3. Clarity verbal

4. Clarity non-verbt.1

Shaping

1.. Use of physical guidance

2. Effectiveness of. 'physical
guidance

3. Modeling

4. Chang' task.

C-Conversion

Feedback .-

1. 4 feedback #

2. Corrective #

3. .Intelligibility

4. Von-verbal

5. 4qopropriateness

Child's Re

1. : 4

2. # correct -

3. Child avoids

4. Dev. appropriateness
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Rating System: Parent Teaching Skills Inventory

Version II

Do not quote or use without

permission of the authors.

Steven A. Rosenberg, Ph. D.

Cordelia C. Robinson, Ph. D.

Paula B. Bell, M. A.

December 1977

Revised - September 1979

By: Wood A. Hull ,c B. A.
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Revised: September, 1979

Ratins System:Parent Teaching Style

I. Structure of Session:

1. Almost all activity during the session was initiated by the parent.
It is clear that the parent was in control of the session events.

2.

3. The parent initiated more activities during the session than the
child. It appears that the parent is.generally in control.

4. A senbitive balance exists between parent initiatives and the child
initiatives during the session. A mutual exchange is occurring.

5. The child initiated more activities during the session. It appears
that the child was generally in control.of the session.

6.

7. The child initiated almost all activities during the session. It
is clear that the child was in control.of session events.

II. Trackink:

1. Parent is entirely unresponsive to child's interests and moods. ,

Tasks are presented in an uncaring way.
2.

3. The parent is more unresponsive, then responsive to the child's
interests and moods.

4. Parent is alternately responsive and unresponsive to child's
interests and moods. The parent does well wheii t
doing well, but when the child is not doing so well,
the parent.

5. In general, the parent is responsive to the child's interest and
moods.

6.

7. Parent is entirely responsive to child's interests and moods.

III. Antecedents:

1. 'The Degree to which the Objective of the Task Presented by the'Parent
Was Apparent to the Rater.

1. The 'objective was
were ambiguous or

2. The objective was
3.

4. The objective was.
5.

6. The objective was
7. The objective was

not' apparent for any ta' " _lly e tasks
presentee too quickly to any objective.
apparent for one-fourth of the tasks.

apparent for one half of the tasks.

apparent for three-fouiths of the tasks.
apparent for almosz. every task.

-1 ,



Task'.; Developmental Appropriateness,

1. All the tasks presented were developmentally inappropriate.
Parental task requirments were too difficult and the child was
unable to respond appropriately.

2. One fourth of the tasks presented were developmentally
appropriate.

3.

4. One half of the tasks presented were developmentally appropriate.
5.

6. Three fourths of the tasks presented were developmentally
appropriate.

7. All of the tasks presented were developmentally appropriate.

3. Non-Verbal Task Antecedents.

1. Physical and tonal (voice) cues consistently fail to cl rify
and emphasize tasks requirements. No matter what the arent
says,his/her non-verbal cues are ambiguous or distrac ing to
the child.

2. Three fourths of the non-verbal cues are unclear a confound
the task.

3.

4. Non-verbal cues fail to communicate task requirements in half
the instructions. For half the tasks non-verbal cues fail to
highlight task requirements.

5.

6. Non-verbal cues highlight the task requirements in three fourths
of the instances.

7. Non-verbal cues consistently highlight task requirements.

4. Clarity of Content of Verbal Components to Instructions:

1. Content of the instructions are consistently ambiguous or
contradicting. Verbal instructions fail to aide the child in
task solutions, nor does the rater understand what the appro-
priate responses should be according to the instructions.

2. Most of the verbal cues are contradictory or ambiguous.
3.

4. Content of half the instructions are moderately confusing. Of
all the tasks presented, only half are clear.

5.

6. Content of verbal instructions is usually clear.
7. Content of verbal instructions is consistently clear.

5. Developmental Appropriateness of Verbal Instructions:

1. Almost all instructions are entirely developmentally inappro-
priate. The verbal instruction was almost never matched to the
child's developmental level.

2. ,One fourth of all-instructions aredevelopmentally appropriate.
3.

4. Half the instructions are developmentally appropriate.
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5.

6. Three fourths of all instructive are developtootal:-
appropriate.

7. Almost all instructions are entirely developmentally appropriate. /
It is clear that the child knowq what is expected of him/her.

III. Shaping-Consequences

1. Prompts or Guidance: How effective when used:

1. Parent continually verbally or physically prompts or guides
in manner that distracts the child. This applies when a
prompt would be better than physical guidance or neither is
appropriate and it applies to every task presentation.

2. Parent's use of prompts and guidance distract child after
approximately one fourth of all task presentations.

3.

4. Parent's use of prompts and guidance distracts child from the
tasks half the time they are used.

5.
6. Parent's tine of prompts and guidance are effective, after

approximately three fourths of all task presentations.
7. Parent never distracts child from successful completion of task

by the way prompts and guidance are given. If no prompts or
guidance are used, and it is clear thatnone were needed, then
this would be the appropriate rating.

2. Modeling, Pointing/Gesturing:

1. Parent never makes effective use of modeling and pointing or
gesturing to assist the child. The child is attending the parent
but the parent fails to demonstrate the task being presented,
or modeling is unnecessary, or modeling distracts the child.

2. Parent effectively uses modeling and pointing or gesturing in
only one fourth of all possible opportunities.

3.

4. Parent effectively uses modeling and pointing or gesturing
in half the possible opportunities.

5.

6. Parent effectively uses modeling and pointing or gesturing in
three fourths of all possible opportunities.

7. Parent uses modeling and pointing or gesturing where needed.
It becomes a spontaneous activity.

3. Changes task:

1. The parent appropriately changes the task inappropriately.
The child appears to maximize his play activity when, for no
apparent reason, the parent abruptly changes the task just to
go on to.a new one.

2. The parent appropriately changes the task only one fourth of
the time.

3.



4. The parent appropriately changes the task half the time. The
parent does not allow the child to fully explore the task at
hand.

5.

6. The parent appropriately changes the,task three fourths of
At time.

7. The parent appropriately changes the task in all instances.

4. Modificat:^n of Task:

1. Parent never - 'ifies the tasks in ways that would assist
the child's ,Isful completion of them. Either no modi-
fication sti e used, or the strategies used are
inappropriate for the presented task.

2. The parent uses appropriate modificatio4 strategies in only
one fourth of all possible opportunities for modification.

3,

4. The parent uses appropriate modification strategies in half
the possible opportunities for modification.

5.

6. The parent uses appropriate modification strategies in three
fourths of the opportunities for modification.

7. The parent modifies the task appropriately to assist the
child's accomplishments as needed.

5. Conversion of Child Behavior Into More Complex Behavior:

1. The parent misses all opportunities to encourage more complex
child responses by the conversion of a simple response to a
more complex one.

2. The parent uses only one fourth of all possible opportunities
for converting the child's responses into more complex
responses.

3.

4. The parent uses half the opportunities to convert the child's
responses into more complex ones.

5..
6. The parent uses three fourths of the possible opportunities

for converting the child's responses into more complex ones.
7. The parent misses no opportunities for converting child's

responses into more complex ones.

IV. Feedback

1. Exact Count of PositIve.Feedback:

2. Exact Count of Corrective Feedback: 1

3. Non-Verbal Communications:

1. The_parent appears to remain aloof from the child or parental
reactions to child's behavior appear to be flat or inappropriate.
It certainly appears that the parent is really not interested in
interacting with the child. They may not know hew to interact
with the child at all.
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2. The parent's attempts at interacon or his/her nonverbal
feedback appear to be stiff and/or forced.

3.

4. The parent wants to interact, shows good 4ri-ent; but is
unsteady during interaction periods.

5.

6. Parent interacts nicely and makes appropriate attempts to
communicate approval of an task behavior but becomes a little
nervous when child does not respond appropriately.

7. Handles the task situations nicely. Interacts nicely. Shows
vary appropriate non-verbal approval of child's behavior.

4. iLs11:151..._222Iess:ConncdaL.2tcAroriatean:

1. Feedback is never appropriate to child behavior. Both the
frequency and quality of the feedbick is poor, if it exists
at all. It is inconsistent, and developmentally inappropriate.

2. Feedback is appropriate in quantity and quality one fourth of
the time.

3.

4. Feedback is appropriate in quantity and quality half the time.
5.

6. Feedback is appropriate in quantity and quality three fourths
of the time.

7. Feedback is consistently appropriate. Frequency of occurence and
the quality used are excellent.

V. Child Responses.

1. Number cf Tasks Presented:

2. Number of Correct ResLonses or A roximations-to Correct Responses:

3. Child's Interest in Presented Tasks:

1. Child continually plays independent of the parent, cries,
fusses etc. during almost all task presentations. It appears\
that the child is not interested in any of the task presented.

interest is shown, it is only fleeting.
2.

3. Child displays a moderate amount of interest in the task
presented. Attempts to respond correctly, but quickly diverts
attention upon any failures.

4. Child is interested in and makes a good effort to respond
' correctly to half of the tasks presented. Moderately upset

by any failures.
5.

6. Child maintains "a consistent interest during three fourths
of the presented tasks. Shows little frustration after failure
to res-vnd correctly.

7. Child is very consistent in his/her to the interest attends well
to tfie-7parent and tries to respond correctly. Failure frustration
Is at a minimum.
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Revision #3: March 1981

Rating System: Teaching Skills Inventory

I. Structure

1. Adult Initiated vs Child Initiated Activities

I. Almost al] activities were initiated by the adult

2. Most of the activi ies weinitiated by the adult
t.

3. Less than half of t e activities were 'nitiRted by
the child ,

4. An equal number of activities were initiated by the adult
and child

5. More than half of the activities were initiated by the
child

6. Most of the activities were initiated by the child

7. Almost all of the activities were initiated by the child

II. Tracking.

1. Adult Sensitivity to Child

1. The adult is almost never sensitive to the child's interests
and moods

2. The adult is inappropriately sensitive most of the time.

3. The adult is appropriately sensitive less than half of the time

4. The adult is appropriately sensitive half of the time

5.. The adult is appropriately sensitive more than half of the
time

6. The adult is appropriately sensitive most of the time

The adult is. appropriately sensitive almost all of the time

III. Instructional Skills

1. Claritv of Activity 04ectives to the Rater

1. The objectives were almost never clear

2. Most of the, objec ives were unclear
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J. Less than half of the objectives were clear

4. Half of thL objectives were clear

5. More than half of the objectives were clear

6. Most of the objectivef, were clear

7. Almost all of the objectives were clear

2. Developmental Appropriateness of the Activities

1. Almost all of th activities were developmentally inappropriate

2. Most of the activities were developmentally inappropriate

3. Less than half of the activities were developmentally appropriate

4. Half of the activities were developmentally appropriate

5. More than half of the activities were developmentally appropriate

6. Most of the activities were developmentally appropriate

7. Almost all of the activities were developmentally appropriate

3. Appropriateness of Verbal Instruction

1. Almost all of the verbal instruction was inappropriate

2. Most of the verbal instruction was inappropriate

3. Less than half of the verbal instruction was appropriate

4. Half of the verbal instruction was appropriate

5. More than half of the verbal `instruction was appropriate

6. Most of the verbal 'instruction leas appropriate

7. Almost all of the verbal instruction was appropriate

4. Appropriateness of Non-Verbal Instruction

1. Almost all of the non-verbal instruction was inappropriate

2. Most of the non-verbal instruction was inappropriate
.

3. Less than half of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate



4. Half of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

5. More than half of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate.

6. Most of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

7. Almost all of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

5. Adjustment of the Complexity of the Activities

1. The adult almost never adjusts activity requirements in the

direction consistent with the child's responses/or the adult

misses significant opportunities to appropriately modify or

convert a given activity.

2. The adult uses inappropriate modification/conversion strat-

egies most of the time

3. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

less than half of the time

4. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

half of the time

5. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

more than half of the time

6. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

most of the time

7. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

almost all of the time

IV. Feedback .1

1. Description: Check one

Mostly Verbal

Mostly Non-Verbal

Both
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2. Count of Positive Feedback

3. Count of Verbal Corrective Feedback

4. Appropriateness of feedback:. Consider frequencY and quality

1. Almost'll feedback. was inappropriate

2. Most of the Ieedback was inappropriate

3. Less than half of the feedback was appropriate

4. Half of the feedback was appropriate

5. More than half df the feedback was appropriate

6. Most of the feedback was appropriate

7. Almost all of the feedback was 4,2ropriate

V. Child Responses

1. Count of Activities

/r
2, Frequency of Criterion Responses

3. Child Part-ideation in the Interaction

1. The chlid almost never participates in any activity.

le/She continually plays indeendently of the adult,

cries,, fusses, etc.

2. The child participates in a few of the activities

3. The child participates in less_than half of the activities

4. The child participates in half of the activities
i!

5. The child participates'in more than half of the 4Ctivities

6. The Child'participates in mott of the activities

7. The child participates in almost all of the activities
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DYAD

VT Rating Form: Teaching Skills Inventory - III

Primary Rater

Date of Tape Reliability Rater

Date of Rating

r
' Tape Q

Poor Ave. Excellent

Audio: 1 2 3 4 5

lity
Video: 1 2 3 4 5

Primary Reliability/ Diff.
Rating Rating

. Structure

1. Adult Initiated vs Child Initiated Activities

II., Tracking

1. Adult Sensitivity to child

III. Instructional Skills

1. Clarity of Activity Objectives

2. Dev. Appropriateness of the Activities

3. Approloriatenes of Verbal Instruction

k 4. Appropriateness of Nor-Verbal InStruction

5. Adjustment of Activity Complexity

IV. Feedback

1. Type: Check One

Mostly Verbal

Mostly Non-Verbal

Both

-
/ .

2. Frequency of + Feedback

3. Frequency of Verbal Corrective Feedback

4. Appropriateness of Feedback

V. Child Responses

1. Number of Activities

2. Number of Criterion Responses

3. Child Participation in the Interaction
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13(Cift:Ct)1. Therapist's Version

I. Structure:'

1. Adult Initiated vs Child Initiated Activities: There is no ideal

proportion for adult initiated versus child initiated activities.

We wish only to describe the extent 'to which either member of the

pair (dyad) tends to initiate activities within the interaction.

An activity is defined as any material or procedure that is designed

to stimulate learning. This includes toys.or interactional games.

This item relates, in part, to adult stylistic differences and

differences in each child's developmental ability to make choices

in activity selection.

1. Almost all activities were initiated by the adult.

2. Most of the activities were initiated by the adult.

3. More than half of the activities were, initiated by 'the adult

4. An equal number of activities were initiated by the adult and child.

5. More than halt of the activities were initiated by the child

6. Most of the activities were initiated- by the child'

7. Almost all of the activities were initiated by 'the child

II Responsiveness (tracking):

. Adult Utilizes Child's Expression of Interest: This item requires

a judgement about the adult't responsiveness and sensitivity to

the child's interests and moods during each ,activity. The assumptiOn

is that a flecision to switch from one activity to another in a

teaching situation with an infant or toddler should be based upon

the child's expression of interest in the activity at hand. samples
of-appropriate responsiveness would be when the adult 1)picks up

on signals from the, child that a) "I like this game" and incorperates

motor goals around that toy, or game or b) "I don't like this" or

"I'm tired of this game" and tries an alternative o -r modifies the
/

activity, 2) gives the child an opportunity to indicate interest /-

by offering two toys,'3) changes the activity when the child's

play has. become excessively repetitive or nonproducti-',. Examples

of inappropriate (or lack of) responsiveness would bL when the

adult 1) abruptly changes an activity the child was involved in,

perhaps because the adult has a pre-determined agenda regardless

of the child'.s involvement, 2) ,keeps repeating an activity after



the child loses interest or persisting with an uninteresting or

aversive activity and perhaps even using restraint and physical

,guidance as a means for eliciting activity, related behavior,

3) allows the child to entirely dominate the interaction in a

negative manner by making no new demands on him because he refuses

new materials.

1. The adult is almost never responsive to the-child's interests and moot

2. The adult is unresponsive most of the time

3. The adult is unresponsive more than half of the time

4. The adult is appropriately responsive half ofthe' time

5. The adult is appropriately reiponsiv:3 more than half of thetime

6. The ad /alt is appropriately responsive most of the time

7. The adult is appropriately responsive almost all of the time

III. Instructional Skills

1. Clarity of the Rater: Tht requires

that the objective of the be lear you, the\rater.

Whether or not the ch1.33 imwerstands what to do is scored\under
verbal and/or non-var. :Al Fopefully the objective

will be clear to you She_ 'theschil.i in some cases the

objective may be appura to you but because of poor instruction

-the child has no idRa what is e7pected, in which case the parent

would still ZOQ-aiV'' a high scone. 71 cLer cases, the may
know he is suyiposed to do but yo-a, may have nn idea
what the obectivi of the activity 3..n which case the parent

is scored 1,:w.

1. The objeCtiv'e was not apparent alwost any activity. The
activities could be ambiguous T.: ecu.4: too quickly to. evmblish
an' objective.

2. The objective was not ail-parent for most of the activities'

3. The cbbecti7a was not appa:rent for more than hz.lf of the activties
4. Th3 objective #as apparem for hal:: of the activities
5. The obj.ec;iYa wrIs'appaz.ent for more than half of the activi::ies
6. The objective was apparem for most of the acvivities
7. The olijecti.Te was aype-rent for almost all of the activities
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2. Developmental A propriateness of the Activities: This item

requires a judgement based on the match made between the requirements

of the activities selected by parent or child and the child's

developmental level and physical capabilities. A good match would

be picking a toy or activity appropriate for the child';: motor,

cognitive, vision, and/or hearing level and presenting it

approiSriately for the child's motor level. *Consider gross positioning
and handling skills in terms of deVelopmental level (execution
would be under Non-Verbal Instruction).

1. Almost' all activities were developmentally inappropriate
2. Most of-the activites were deelopmentally inappropriate
3. More than half of the activities were developmentally inappropriate
4. Half of the activities were developmentally Appropriate
5. More than half of the activities were developmentally appropriate
6. Most of the activities were developmentally appropriate
7. Almost all of the activities were developmentally appropriate

3. Appropriateness of Verbal Instruction: Verbal instruction
should .be clear, given in an informative style, and appropriate
for the activity. Informative style refers to phrasing instruction
that contains specific information that highlights the objective
of the activity, such as "let's put the peg in this hole" rather
than "put it here" or "let's roll to get the ball"'rather than
"do it, do it." Appropriate verbal instruction should be consistent,
with the activity, the child's behavior, developmental level, and
sensory Impairment level. The use-of verbal instruction is not
always necessary, and may actually distract the child from the
activity. On the other hand, failure to use verbal instruction
when needed is also inappropriate.

1. Almost all verbal instruction was inapp opriate. Content was unclear
noninformative, or not appropriate for the activity and/or
quantity wai grossly inappropriate.

2. Most of the verbal '--truction was inappropriate
3. More than half of the verbal instruction was inappropriate
4. Half of the verbal_Linstruction was appropriate

5. More than half of the verbal instruction was appropriate
6. Most of the verbal instruction was appropriate
7. Almost all of the verbal instruction was appropriate



4. Appropriateness of Non-Verbal Instructions Non-verbal instruction

includes modeling, pointing, gesturing (minimal assistance),

prompting (moderate assist), and physical guidance (maximal assist).

Execution of physical handling is also considered here, but is not

primary. Consider both quality and quantity. Quality includes

using non-verbal instruction techniques that 1) assist in the child's

successful participation in the activity, 2) represent the least

amount of assistance needed (ie. not using physical guidance if

gesturing will do), and 3) are consistent with the child's level

of functioning (cognitive, visual, motor). Quantity means capierf

izing on opportunities to use these techniques (missed opportunities

reduce the score), but at the same time not using the at all if not

needed, especially if they are intrusive and interfer with the

child's active participation.

1. Almost all non-verbal instruction was inappropriate. The use of
non-verbal cues, physical guidance, prompts, and modeling was unclear,
inconsistent with the activity, distracting, or. intrusive

2. Most of the non-verbal instruction was inappropriate

3. More than half of the non-verbal instruction wa:.. inapmroyriate

4. Half of the non-verbarInstruction was appropriate

5. More than half of the non-verbal Instruction was appropriate

6. Most of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

7. Almost all of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

5.-Ad'ustment of the Complexity of an Activity: Adjustment refers

to simplifying and activity (modification) or increasing the

complexity of of an activity (conversion). A task..or activity can be

simplified by changing 1) the materials, 2) the requirements of the

task, or 3) the child's response. Examples include using a wedge

when working on head control rather than from a completely prone

position, dropping blocks into a container instead of stacking

when working on voluntary release, or walking a few steps rather
than across the room. Furthermore, the strategy of adjusting

the activity requirements downward is frequently preferred to

phy.licallygurdillzthe child through the task (depending on movement

patterns the child is or is not using). This is based on the

assumption that infants and toddlers learn best through active trial

and error exploration.
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Increasing the complexity is also important for maximizing

learning. Ideally, the requirements of an activity should be

aimed at the upper levels of the child's abilities. If the child

is easily accomplishing a'task, it would be appropriate to make it

slightly harder. Creating more complex situations would include

the use of generalization techniques where the adult extends the

activity to other similar situations. It is also important to

keep in mind that these "challenges" should build upon a child's

current expression of interest and skills.

In sumary, we are concerned only with evaluating appropriate

attempts at modification or conversion. Missed opportunities

lowers the score as well as inappropriate attempts.

1; The adult almost never adjusts activity requirements the direction
consistent with the child's responses and /or the adult misses
significant opportunities to appropriately modify or convert a
given activity.

2. The adult uses inappropriate modification/conversion strategies
most of the 'time.

3. The adult uses inappropriate modification /conversion strategies
more than half of the time

4. The adult uses - appropriate modification/conversion strategies half
of the time

5. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion
than half of the time

6. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion
of the time

7. The adult uses appropriate-modification/conversion
almost all of the time

strategies more

strategies most

strategies

IV. Feedback:

1. Feedback Appropriateness: This rating reflects the quantity

and quality of the feedback. In general, It is assumed that younger

children or those with a short attention span or poor motivation,

require a more ,.pact ratio between feedback frequency and the child's
responses. If the proportion of feedback to the childts responses
is good, .but the quality is poor, the rating would reflect a value
in between the two If the frequency is lOw, but tie quality is

good the rating would also fall betwenn the two. In trying to

decide which is more appropriate, when both are not present,

consider the child being viewed. Some children provide their own

feedback and only need quality feedba6k from the adult; others

do not. Quality, feedback is also informative such as "good sitting"

9
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or "I like, the way you.put Ernie in the car" rather than "good boy".

Also consider voice inflection and animation.

1. Feedback is almost never appropriate to the child's behavior. Both
the frequency and quality are poor, if they exist at all.

2. Feedback is Inappropriate most of the time

3. Feedback is inappropriate more than half of the time

4. Feedback is appropriate half of the time

5. Feedback is appropriate more than half.of the time

6. Feedback is appropriate most of the time .

7. Feedback is appropriate almost all of the time

V. Child Responses:

1. Child's taiticipation in the Interaction: This item-requires

a judgement about the child's partidipation in the activities. The

child's reactions are genera'ly indicative of the overall interaction

success. Ideally, when interactions employ interesting- activities

the child should have enough motivation to actively participate.

Sometimes this is not the case. Since children have a tendenty to

be unpredictable, base your rating on what appears to be the 'child's

currant level of involvement. Important questions to consider are:

Does he/she appear to frustrate easily? Does-he/she appear distractible

Can he/she maintain a sustained interest during most of the activities?

Interest is,being defined as attention tc the activities and active

participation regardless of physiGal capabilities.

1. The child almost, npver participates in any activity. He/she
continually plays independently of the-adult, cries, fustes, .etc.

2. The child participates in a few of the activities

3. The child participates in legs than half of the activities

4. The child par'cipates in half of the activities

15. The child participates in ore than half of the activities

6. The child participates in most of the activities

7. The child participates in almost all of the activites
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Development Of A Teaching Skills Inventory

This manual has been designed as part of an instructional package in-
tended to introduce professional staff, working with families, to a
comprehensive process for evaluating parent-child interactions. This

manual contains the written material to be covered in a discussion
oriented video-tape training program. Our past research has indicated
that when professionals are working with parents and children jointly
most of the instructional time is spent discussing objectives for the
child's development and current progress. Only a small percentage of
the instruction covers the parent's teaching skills, and this is usually
to reinforce appropriate skills already in the parent's repertoire. Because
parents are the most influential persons contributing to the overall dev-
elopment of their children, we feel that it would be advantageous for
parents to incorporate a variety of useful teaching skills into their
repertoire. These skills are potentially useful not only during educ-
ational activities, but during the general caretaking activities that
parents encounter each and every day. These activities include feeding,
dressing, bathing, freeplay and many others.

In this manual you will find descriptions of nine different teaching
skills separated into one of five general areas. The interactional
skills cover, Structure of the Interaction, Sensitivity to the Child,
Basic Instructional Skills, Feedback,and Child Responses. Parents

who have these skills can engineer a child's behavior in a manner
consistent with the educational and developmental objectives set by you.
Each skill is defined, followed by examples along with a guide to
evaluating parent performance. The actual instructional mechanisms
employed by different professionals are not being discussed. We are
attempting to use this manual as an interdisciplinary training device.
The skills being discussed are hopefully relevant to any professional
person who works with parents and children on a joint basis. The

important goal is one of instructing parents in a way that will enable
them to implement the educational and developmental objectives being
presented by you during their daily routines in a manner that is most
consistent with their child's development.

The authors hope this manual will allow professionals to identify and
share skills with their families and other professionals that may be used
while playing with children. The creation of an instructional package
that transcends discipline boundaries is an important goal. We are hopeful
of being able to share our ideas with you and we appreciate your willing-
ness to be involved in this training. Pleasant Reading!

1,4) co-14-4X
Wood A. Hull
Parent Training
Research Coordinator
1-29-81



Page 1

I. Structure:

1. Adult Initiated vs Child Initiated Activities: The extremes

in this dimension, highly structured activities versus mostly

unstructured activities, in part relate to adult stylistic differences

and differences in each child's developmental ability to make

choices in activity selection. There is no ideal proportion for

adult initiated versus child initiated activities. de wish only

to describe the extent to which either member of the dyad tends

to initiate activities within the interaction. (We are defining

activity as any material or procedure that is designed to stimulate

learning. This includes toys, art material, or interactional

games, such as "peek-a-boo"). Each activity should be recorded

with as brief a description as possible, along with an indication

of who introduced it (see p. 17). The symbols to be used are P for

parent and C for child. The rating of this item is to be based

solely on the proportion most closely associated with the frequency

of adult initiated versus child initiated activity.

1. Almost all activities were initiated by the adult

2. Most of the activities were initiated by the adult

3. Less than half of the activities were initiated by the child

4. An equal number of activities were initiated by the adult and child

5. More than half of the activities were initiated by the child

6. Most of the activities were initiated by the child

7. Almost all of the activities were initiated by the child
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II. Tracking:

2. Sensitivity to Child: This item requires a judgement about the

adult's sensitivity to the child's interests and moods during each

activicy. Implicit within this rating is a judgement as to whether

the adult is appropriately sensitive. A decision to switch from one

activity to another in a teaching situation with an infant, toddler,

or pre-scnoolar should be based upon the child's expression of

interest in the activity at hand. If a child is involved in an

activity in a reasonably complex manner it is not appropriate to

introduce a different activity or to abruptly change the direction

of the current activity. This error is most likely to occur when

the adult is bored with the child's play, or has a preconceived

notion of how the child should play. When the child's play has

become excessively repetitive or he demonstrates'a loss of interest,

then it would be appropriate.to change the activity. Inappropriate

sensitivity would be typified by persisting with an uninteresting or

aversive activity and perhaps even using restraint and physical

guidance as a means for eliciting activity related behavior. In-

appropriate sensitivity would also include allowL.g the child to

entirely dominate the interaction in a negative manner by making no

new demands upon him because he refuses new materials.

Ratings should be based on the overall estimate of an adult's

sensitivity to the child during the interaction. Important questions

to consider are: Is the parent aware of the child's response to the

activity? If the child appears bored, does the adult move to a new

activity, allow the child to select a new activity, or persist with
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II. Tracking: (Cont.)

the present activity. All of these questions relate to an adult's

ability to recognize when a child is finished with an activity and

when the child is attempting to manipulate the adult in a negative

manner.

1. The adult is almost never sensitive to the child's interests

end moods

2. The adult is inappropriately sensitive most of the time

3. The adult is appropriately sensitive less than half of the time

4. The adult is appropriately sensitive half of the time

5. The adult is appropriately sensitive more than half of the time

6. The adult is appropriately sensitive most of the time

7. The adult is appropriately sensitive almost all of the time
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III. Instructional Skills:

1. ClaiLL,Ayofthetive to the Rater: This item

requires a judgement about the clarity of the objective for each

activity. Particular problems may arise when rating visual fixation,

visual tracking, and localization activities. It is very important

for the objective of the activity to be clealto you. If you

cannot identify the objective, or even if you have difficulty

deciding, then consider the fact that the objective must be clear

to the child. Be aware that the parent may ask for one thing

and then give gestural cues or arrange materials in such a way

as to be asking for something different.

1. The objective was not apparent for almost any activity. The

activities could be ambiguous or occur too quickly to establish

an objective.

2. The objective was not apparent for most of the activities

3. The objective was apparent for less than half of the activities

4. The objective was apparent for half of the activities

5. The objective was apparent for more than half of the activities

6. The objective was apparent for most of the activities

T. The objective was apparent for almost all of the activities
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2. Developmental Appropriateness of the Activities: This item

requires a judgement based on the match made between the require-

ments of the activities selected by parent or child and the child's

developmental level and physical capabilities. In order to make

as accurate a judgement as possible, it would be essential for the

rater to have some knowledge of the child's capabilities at t-2e

time of the taping. If such information is not available, use your

best judgement and seek consultation where necessary.

1. Almost all activities were developmentally inappropriate

2. Most of the activities were developmentally inappropriate

3. Less than half of the activities were developmentally appropriate

4. Half of the activities wee developmentally appropriate

5. More than half of the activities were developmentally appropriate

6. Most of the activities were developmentally appropriate

7. Almost all of the activities were developmentally appropriate
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3. Appropriateness of Verbal Instruction: This item requires an

evaluation of the adult's verbal instruction using the following

principles: Informative Content, Clarity, and Appropriateness in

relation to the activity. This item makes a distinction between

verbal instructions that contain specific information that high-

lights the objective of the activity, such as "let's give the baby

a drink", and noninformative directions such as "do it, do it, do it."

Equally important in the evaluation of an adult's verbal

instruction is the appropriateness of that instruction. Verbal

instruction should be consistent with the activity, the child's

behavior, developmental level, and sensory impairment level. The

use of verbal instruction is not always necessary, and may actually

distract the child from the activity. For example, when attempting

to elicit a sound localization response, idle chatter or continuous

verbal instruction may be distracting. A child needs to have an

opportunity to distinguish where the sounds are coming from in

the environment and to try to tie them with the activity. Useful

verbal instruction can bt vitally important to the child, however

recognition of the need to maintain silence is equally important.

You will be required to base your rating on the Interaction of

these three principles. First, is the instruction clear? Second,

is it given in an informative/questioning style? Third, does it

appear to be appropriate for the activity? Base your rating on the

derived answers.

1. Almost all verbal instruction was inappropriate. Content was

unclear, noninformative, or not appropriate for the activity.

2. Most of the verbal instruction was inappropriate

1*4
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3. Less than half of the verbal instruction was appropriate

4. Half of the verbal instruction was appropriate

5. More than half of the verbal instruction was appropriate

6. Most of the verbal instruction was appropriate

7. Almost all of the verbal instruction was appropriate
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4. Appropriateness of Non-Verbal Instruction: This item requires

an evaluation of the adult's ability to use the following techniques

appropriately: physical guidance and prompts, modeling, pointing

and gesturing. The use of these techniques should be consistent

with the child's needs during the activities. The use of physical

guidance and prompts should be considered with reference to the

occurance of opportunities for their use. The rater must also

consider whether these techniques were used in ways that assisted

the child's participation in the activity, or whether what was done

intruded upon the child and interfered with her/his active participation.

Likewise, the appropriate use of modeling and pointing as a teaching

strategy should be consistent with the child's use of imitation. If

the child is responding with some very simple gestures then this

would make pointing a functional cue. For modeling to be effective,

the child must also be attending well to the activity. Again this

rating is to be based on the adult's combined use of these techniques

and a judgement of the techniques considered most appropriate for

the activity and the child's developmental level.

1. Almost all non-verbal instruction was inappropriate. The use of

non-verbal cues, physical guidance, prompts, and modeling was

unclear, inconsistent with the activity, distracting, or intrusive

2. Most of the non-verbal instruction was inappropriate

3. Less than half of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

4. Half of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

5. More than half of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

6. Most of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate

7. Almost all of the non-verbal instruction was appropriate
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5. Adjustment of the Complexity of an Activity: This item requires

an evaluation of the adult's use of appropriate modification and

Conversion strategies during the interaction. Modification is being

defined as a simplification of activity requirements to.a level

consistent with the child's abilities. Modification would include

the removal of one or more parts of the activity which appears to

be creating problems for the child.

Within the definition of modification we are making the

assumption that the most appropriate strategy for teaching a young

chilf_ is one of arranging situations so as to maximize active trial

and error exploration rather than providing guided performance on

the part of the individual child. This principle is felt to apply

particularly to activities where any one of several approaches might

be successful so one has the freedom to let the Child discover his

own way of accomplishing the objective. An example might be the

use of a string attached to a toy as a tool to get that toy. The

objective is to get the toy, and the child could use a strategy of

pulling the string hand over hand' or, perhaps pulling once and

extending one's arm back.. Either strategy will work, and the child

may discover his own best approach. It may be that the child cannot

grasp string as such, but he/she can grasp strings with circular

attachments. If the physical characteristics of the materials

being used for an activity can be modified in this way, this enables

the child to best exploit their properties. This can also be

considered an appropriate modification strategy.

Another example can be seen in a motor imitation activity.

The rater should note whether the adult used the strategy of changing

the modeled behavior to one she has seen her child perform when efforts
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to elicit imitation of a novel behavior are unsuccessful. Another

example, for a motorically involved child. to successfully place

cubes in a cup it may be necessary to tip the cup forward rather

than letting it lie flat on the tabl. Modification strategies, such

as shaping, should always be used in place of actual physical guidance

for the child, as long as it appears that ti,c child would be able

to make the response on his/her own. The strategy of allowing

exploration is especially important with infants and toddlers who

generally resist attempts to physically guide them through activities.

Thus, the strategy is one of adjusting activity requirements downward

rather than physically guiding the child through a new behavior.

Conversion is being defined as an increase in the complexity

of activity requirements to the upper, levels of the child's abilities.

Creating more complex situations would include the use of general-

ization techniques where the .dult extends the activity to other

similar situations. Within the definition of conversion we are

evaluating the adult's abilities to challenge the child to perform

more complex responses after completion of simple ones. The adult

must not be afraid to extend the child's abilities as far as possible.

However, the adult must make the correct match between the child's

developmental level and the "challenge" presented. Within this

context, a "challenge" is a situation which builds upon a child's

current expression of interest and skills. For example, a crild

is demonstrating the functional use of a comb on himself, the

adult might present a doll to provide a functional use activity in

what becomes a more complex situation.
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An important point to remember when evaluating these tech-

niques is to pay close attention to what the child is doing,

particularly in terms of interest in the activity. Ratings should

be based not only on successful modification and conversion strategies

used by the adult, but any appropriate attempt at modifying or

converting a given activity regardless of the success of that

strategy given the unpredictability of children. We are concerned

only with evaluating appropriate attempts at modification or

conversion. Success should not be considered equivalent to

appropriateness. Missed opportunities or inappropriate

attempts at using these techniques are our prime concern for

training adults: We should build on their successes as a

means of providing appropriate training.

1. The adult almost never adjust activity requirements in

the direction consistent with the child's responses and/or

the adult misses significant opportunities to appropriately

modify or convert a given activity.

2. The adult uses inappropriate modification/conversion strategies

most of the time

3. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

less than half of the time

4. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

half of the time

5. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

more than half of the time

6. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

most of the time

7. The adult uses appropriate modification/conversion strategies

almost all of the time
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IV. Feedback:

1. Count of Positive Input to Child: This item requires a count

of all forms of positive input given to the child in relation to

each activity. Positive input would include praise, descriptive

feedback about an activity, and positive physical contact between

adult and child. Any attempt at positive input would be included

in this category. Try to make your descriptions of this input as

clear as possible (see p. 17).

2. Count of Verbal Corrective In ut to the Child: This item requires

a count of any verbal input to the child that is meant to redirect

the child's behavior. Corrective input can be positively or

negatively toned. For example, if a child is pointing to or naming

a picture of a ball incorrectly, the adult might respond, "No, this

is not a spoon, it is a ball" in a warm positive manner or in a

harsh manner. The adult may also respond by saying a simple "No."

Record all instances of verbal corrective input regardless of the

positive or negative tones.

3. Input to Child's Performance: Check One

Mostly Verbal

Mostly Non-Verbal

Equal Combination of Verbal/Non-Verbal

11t)
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4. Feedback Appropriateness: This rating reflects the proportion

of instances of feedback to child responses and the quality of the

feedback. In general, it is assumed that younger children require

a more exact ratio between feedback frequency and the child's responses.

If the proportion of feedback to the child's responses is good, but

the quality is poor, the rating would reflect a value in between

the two. If the frequency is low, but the quality is good the

rating would also fall between the two. In trying to decide which

is more appropriate, when both are not present, consider the child

being viewed. Some children provide theL. own feedback and only

need quality feedback from the adult; Others do not.

1. Feedback is almost never appropriate to the child's behavior.

Both the frequency and quality of feedback are poor, if they

exist at all.

2. Feedback is inappropriate most of the time

3. Feedback is appropriate less than half of the time

4. Feedback is appropriate half of the time

5. Feedback is appropriate more than half of the time

6. Feedback is appropriate most of the time

7. Feedback is appropriate almost all of the time

I 1 i
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V. Child Responses:

1. Frequency of Activities Occurring Within the Interaction: This

item requires a count of the frequency of activities that occur during

the interaction. An activity is being defined as any materials or

procedures that are designed to stimulate learning; this includes

toys, art materials, and interactional games such as "peek-a-boo."

Along with the brief description of the activity you should include

the following: Who initiated it and indications of how the com-

plexity of the activity increased or decreased with reference to

the entry level at which the activity began. Refer to example

score sheet p. 17. Each time the parent or child initiates a new

activity it should be recorded. If the parent or child returns

to a previous activity it should be recorded as a new activity.

2. Frequency of Criterion Responses or Approximations to Criterion

Responses: This item involves a count of the frequency of child

responses that are at criterion performance or are approximations to

the criterion for a given activity. The correctness of a response is

determined by the activity objective. If the adult asks the child to

place each peg in a peg board then each peg the child places in the

board would be counted as one criterion response, as would any approx-

imation to placing the peg in the board. Some adults will begin a

peg board activity by asking the child to place "this one in, and this

one," etc. or "let's put in two pegs." While you are recording these

responses, be sure to indicate when the adult has simplified the

activity. Refer to example score sheet p. 17. When there is a

discrepancy between the adult's request and the apparent objective

of the activity, use ycur best judgement in scoring criterion responses.
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Do not record as criterion responses child behaviors that are

not in response to adult input. There will also be activities

where no criterion response exist, so use your best judgement in

scoring child responses during these activities.
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3. Child's Participation in the Interaction: This item requires

a judgement about the child's participation in the activities. The

child's reactions are generally indicative of the overall interaction

success. Ideally, when interactions employ interesting activities

the child should have enough motivation to actively participate.

Sometimes this is not the case. Since children have a tendency

to be unpredictable, base your rating on what appears to be the

child's current level of involvement. Important questions to

consider are; does he/she appear to frustrate easily? Does he/she

appear distractible? Can he/she maintain a sustained interest during

most of the activities? Interest is being defined as attention to

the activities and active participation regardless of physical

capabilities.

1. The child almost never participates. in any activity. He/she

continually plays independently of the adult, cries, fusses, etc.

2. The child participates in a few of the activities

3. The child participates in less than half of the activities

4. The child participates in half of the activities

5. The child participates in more than half of the activities

6. The child participates in most of the activities

T. The child participates in almost all of the activities
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Child initiation

P: Parent Initiation

Activity Criterion Response Positive Input Corrective Input

1.- Pegboard P

Pegs in C

Pegs out P 1 (out) 111 Don't Chew

2.- Car P

Make it go P 1 (ok).1

What does a Car

Do P

3.- Blocks & Container

C

Stacking C (on) 111

Dumping C (good) 11111 Stop throwing

Make train P 1 (choo-choo)1


